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Abstract ……..

Sonar-operator overload remains a significant issue in current multistatic active-sonar systems. 
Prior work demonstrated that a significant improvement in detection performance could be 
realized using an innovative display format. The new display renders data so that rapid, intuitive 
and reliable operator interpretation is possible, but leaves other high-load tasks such as contact 
investigation unaddressed. This research proposes an approach to timely multistatic-contact 
investigation that incorporates a combination of operator input and system automation. Smart 
Automation for Multistatic Active Sonar (SAMAS) attempts to improve overall system 
effectiveness by automating only the tasks that are best performed by the computer. Given the 
technology state of the art and an ongoing requirement for operator situational awareness, a 
human operator remains the best system component to perform initial contact detection and to 
assist the system in refining and validating the contact. The system, however, is typically more 
adept at rapidly and consistently evaluating complex geospatial relationships and errors while 
searching large amounts of data for corroborative information, then fusing and annotating this 
information into an informative and intuitive rendering for the operator. Building on the previous 
capability and research, the research performed for this contract is a refinement of the smart-
automation concept. The refinements include multiple-sensor designation, integrated localization 
and detection interpolation. They were tested using data with echo-repeater and submarine 
targets. A significant improvement in smart-automation performance was achieved for real-target 
data, while additional research and improvements are recommended. 
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Executive summary

Smart Automation for Multistatic Active Sonar - Phase II: Final 
Report

[Hood, J.; McInnis, J.]; DRDC Atlantic CR 2011-078; Defence R&D Canada – 
Atlantic; May 2013. 

Introduction: The Canadian Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
capability is being updated to include sonobuoy-based multistatic active sonar (MAS) capability. 
As the capability becomes operational, future improvements are being identified for inclusion. 

The DRDC Atlantic “Enabling CF Multistatic Sonar” applied research project, set out to 
investigate techniques to enhance MPA capability. Concerns of potential operator overload 
resulting from the requirement for real-time processing, display, and analysis of large quantities 
of received MAS data have generated interest in the introduction of further task automation to 
enhance operator capability and efficiency. Through an operator-task analysis for an ASW search 
phase, a technique to fuse multiple-ping data across multiple sonobuoys was developed. 

Results: The new technique and associated displays render data so that rapid, intuitive and 
reliable operator interpretation is possible, but leaves other high-load tasks such as contact 
investigation unaddressed. The technique is adept at rapidly and consistently evaluating complex 
geospatial relationships and errors. Large quantities of data may be searched for corroborative 
information. The result is an informative and intuitive rendering of the available information. The 
multiple-sensor designation, integrated localization and detection interpolation techniques were 
developed with testing on echo-repeater and submarine target data.  

Significance: The sonar-operator overload remains a significant issue in current multistatic 
active-sonar systems. Prior work demonstrated that a compelling improvement in detection 
performance could be realized using an innovative display format. An improvement through 
smart-automation performance was achieved for real-target data. 

Future plans: With the completion of the topic DRDC Atlantic applied research project, this 
completes the effort in field. The results will be provided to new projects in the field with 
recommendations, including benchmarking operator capability with and without the technique. 
Optimization of other high-load tasks such as initial detection and classification would benefit 
from a similar approach of starting with a detailed task analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

This contractor report documents the work performed under DISO call-up W7707-45007777611 
for the Project Authority (PA) Nicole Collison and later James Theriault. The work was 
performed between June 2010 and March 2011. The work performed for this call-up is an 
extension to the work performed under contract W7707-08-8173 performed in 2009. 

The objective of the contract was to advance the smart automation for multistatic active sonar 
(SAMAS) concepts conceived during related work [2][4][7][8][10][11][14][16][17][18] and 
initially developed during 2010 [25]. These concepts involve the semi-automation of operator 
tasks related to contact investigation including detection, localization, classification and tracking 
for multistatic active sonar (MAS). (The project objectives are discussed with greater detail in 
Section 1.1.2.)  

During the first contract [25], the team hypothesized that an operator could designate a contact (a 
trace on a clutter image). The system could then quickly analyze that contact, search for related 
contact on other sensors, extract related features and finally perform automated localization and 
tracking using previously developed algorithms [2][7][8][13][14][15][19]. Appropriate operator 
interaction would be employed to refine the contact and complete the investigation of the 
potential target to achieve initial classification. A prototype capability was built and used to 
investigate and validate the high-level concept. The result of this effort is that very accurate target 
tracks can be produced for high-quality echo repeater data but that the resultant track in lower-
quality data is not as accurate as first hoped.  

The focus of this call-up was to identify potential areas of algorithm and software improvement. 
The project team prioritized and selected improvements which were implemented and tested 
using the same methodology as for the first contract. 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: 

This section describes the underlying smart-automation concepts. It also discusses the 
motivation for the project and the project’s objectives in more detail. 

Section 2 provides an analysis of the requirements for SAMAS including those for an 
operational system and a research system. 

Section 3 describes the capability in the current prototype at the end of this call-up. 

Section 4 provides a brief description of the two trial-data sets that were used to support 
testing and to evaluate the capability described in Section 3. 

Section 5 describes the evaluation of the capability described in Section 3 with the data 
described in Section 4. 

Section 6 provides suggestions for improvement based on what was learned during this 
work. 

Section 7 summarizes the results and conclusions related to the call-up. 
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There is significant peripheral information provided in Annexes. It is provided for reference and 
amplification of the main report. The Annexes are organized as follows: 

Annex A summarizes the project execution and the order in which elements of the solution 
were developed or addressed. It also contains information on configuration management and 
outstanding software issues. 

Annex B provides user instructions for using the SAMAS software. 

Annex C describes the tracking algorithm used by the SAMAS software. 

Annex D describes the high-level design of the SAMAS software. 
The work performed during this project is an extension and integration of pre-existing capability. 
This capability is summarized in the Background section of the first smart-automation report [25]. 
It may be required to understand the context within which this project was performed. 

1.1 Smart automation for multistatic-active-sonar (SAMAS)

1.1.1 Background 

This section provides some of the background required to understand the motivation behind and 
design of, the smart-automation prototype. It starts by explaining the issue with existing displays 
and then explains the benefit of the new display format with references to prior work. (Samples of 
the data displays described in this section can be found in Section 4.1 along with a more detailed 
explanation of the display format.) 

Canada has been developing airborne-sonar-system improvement ideas since the late 1980’s. 
Many of these ideas have increased the amount of data presented to an operator without 
improving the operator’s ability to analyze the data in real-time. This is especially true for MAS 
data. Normally, sonobuoy MAS data is presented on an Energy Time Integration (ETI) display. 
There is one ETI for each buoy/beam/source/waveform combination and only about 60 seconds 
of data can be effectively shown on a display with 8 panels. This requires a great deal of 
searching and the scan rates are slow and ineffective. They are ineffective because:   

It becomes very difficult to mentally associate features between panels. There are typically 
64 or 128 total panels created to provide all beam/buoy combinations (i.e. 16 buoys, 4 or 8 
beams). The time representation on the display does not lend itself to associating features 
from the same target because of the complex geometries involved. 

It is extremely difficult to see the time dependence of a feature (over several pings). A user 
must scroll up and down in time in an attempt to see if a feature is new, fading in/out, etc. It 
is equally difficult to see the rate of change of the feature’s arrival with respect to the main 
blast from ping to ping. 

The operator is often rushing through his scan, degrading performance. This is because the 
ping interval in MAS is short. Previous trials had ping intervals of one to six minutes. Even 
with 64 panels and a 6-minute ping interval, this leaves only 5.6 seconds per panel to 
maintain real-time analysis. 
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The clutter-mitigation displays were developed in an attempt to improve the operator’s ability to 
assess the time dependence of a feature (i.e. identify moving targets) and allow them to rapidly 
scan data by presenting information in a more intuitive manner. This work was conducted in 
collaboration with Nicole Collison and included the development of a prototype capability [4][10] 
and then the quantitative assessment of the prototype’s performance [12][17][18].  

The clutter-mitigation displays are a compression and reorganization of typical MAS data. A 
series of scans are generated from the same waveform-source-buoy-beam combination. Each scan 
is processed for display using normalization, decimation and quantization to create a grey-scale 
line. The lines are then stacked together to provide a LOFAR- or GRAM- style display. With the 
appropriate time scale and display processing, this display allows users to quickly identify 
differences in feature shape and aspects that are more discrete in time. Detection of motion is not 
straight forward as the source and receiver may also be in motion, causing features related to 
clutter (stationary target-like reflectors) to also move. However, target motion can cause the 
target feature to move differently than the stationary clutter, allowing it to be distinguished from 
clutter. The design of the clutter displays allows users to intuitively identify the differences in 
feature motion and characteristics and, thus, identify interesting contact. 

One can consider the difference between ETI and clutter displays by mapping the displays, and 
related task flow, to the search phase of the acoustic mission task flow model [16]. The primary 
differences are highlighted here: 

Task constraints:  An MAS ETI search is more time constrained as an operator should 
complete analysis of current data before the next ping. This is typically between one and six 
minutes. However, a MAS clutter search is time constrained only in that contact must be 
detected while it can still be effectively localized. 

Initial detection analysis:   

Contact on an ETI provides fewer cues to help discriminate it from clutter. An 
operator only has SNR, rise/fall time and duration features to support a detection 
decision. On a clutter display, these cues are all present and for multiple pings 
simultaneously seen as a trace. A trace’s shape (slope or change in slope) can be 
compared to other traces to help identify targets from clutter. Evidence of contact 
fading in and out or changing trajectory adds further relevant detection and 
classification features. This additional information can be used to reduce the 
probability of false alarm, while increasing confidence in classification.  

Visual integration can be used to increase detection probability by helping to 
identify consistent signals from random noise. 

Corroborating / associated detection analysis: 

The additional features offered by a clutter trace versus an ETI peak can assist in 
finding associated contact on other sensors. 

The clutter display presents many pings on a single display reducing the operator’s 
short-term memory requirements and cognitive loading required as an operator 
scrolls through ETI data trying to recall previous data for mental comparison. 
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1.1.2 Project motivation and objectives 

Even though the clutter-mitigation displays discussed in Section 1.1.1 make identifying 
interesting features easier, the researchers recognized that another task-flow bottleneck existed. 
This bottleneck is best understood by considering the task flows depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 
that describe the search and localization mission phases, respectively. Prior work showed that an 
operator could be used to find an interesting contact (a target of interest [TOI1]) on clutter images 
at a high level of performance [18]. This task is modeled in the portion of Figure 1 that precedes 
affirmative or possible contact on a TOI. From here, the operator needs to find associated 
contacts, localize the contacts and develop an initial track; refining the classification throughout. 
These tasks are modeled in the green boxes within Figure 1 and Figure 2. The operator may also 
decide to reject the contact as a TOI at any point in this investigation, returning to the beginning 
of the search phase. The more efficiently the operator can progress through these tasks to 
tracking, or back to search, the higher the mission performance will become. The designation of 
new contact, localization and tracking can be very labour intensive. An operator is often required 
to manually designate each echo (one for every ping), on every sensor using an ETI display. Even 
on a system such as MVASP or IMPACT (versus STAR-IDL), this could take many minutes. The 
designation of contact takes time, but this is compounded by the complexity of trying to decide 
which contact is associated and trying to assess the validity of the TOI.  

The researchers hypothesized that the tasks related to finding associated contacts, localization, 
tracking and ultimately refining the contact classification could be semi-automated, with initial 
assistance and feedback from the operator. They felt that a process that would take many minutes 
could be reduced to less than a minute per potential contact. (The general process is outlined in 
Section D.2 and further explained and refined throughout this document.) The output of the 
process would be an estimate of the contact track and a sequence of clutter-image displays 
highlighting the contact that was used to generate the track. 

 

                                                      
1 A TOI is a contact that merits further prosecution. Prosecution merit is decided through a complex 
decision that takes into account the confidence that the contact is:  valid, a platform of interest (i.e. the 
subject of the search) and tactically interesting due to location and behaviour (i.e. proximity to the force, 
operating mode). 
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Figure 1:  Search task flow.  
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Figure 2:  Localize task flow. 
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2 Capability analysis and design 

The SAMAS capability developed for STAR during this contract has matured to a state where it 
is significantly reducing the effort required to identify and localize a target. Further R&D is 
required to explore the full potential of the SAMAS concept. This capability serves as a baseline 
that can be used for comparison with future enhancements. The STAR implementation also 
provides a tool for demonstration to interested stakeholders. Finally, early identification of 
operational issues will reduce the risk that its effectiveness will be diminished during integration 
into an operational system. 

This section documents the preliminary system requirements and design considerations needed to 
realize the proposed capability. The requirements and design information are divided into two 
main categories. Tier 3 / 4 capability is focused on operational requirements and design. This 
includes specifications for a system that would provide a real-time, operational capability, which 
could be used to quickly identify, localize and track a target in a MAS tactical scenario. Later 
Tier 2 requirements are considered. These are primarily a superset of the operational 
requirements, adding research-level requirements, necessary to allow detailed examination of the 
algorithm’s function and performance during post analysis. Here real-time performance is not 
required. A system like STAR, used to perform this contract, requires all of Tier 2 through 4 
capabilities, but not within real-time and operational usability constraints. 

Each main category is further divided into subcategories that discuss a specific activity (e.g. data 
designation). Each of these sections begins by discussing the activity and when that activity must 
be performed. It then discusses specific requirements, providing an indication of how the activity 
is currently performed and what might be altered during further research.  

2.1 Operational (Tier 3/4) capability analysis 

The SAMAS capability should solve the operator-overload problems identified in Section 1.1.2, 
allowing an operator to quickly designate and investigate possible contacts. This high-level 
requirement and the SAMAS process, which was better understood during the execution of this 
contract, were used to develop the following perception of the operational requirements. These 
requirements are preliminary and likely to evolve during ongoing research. 

2.1.1 Algorithm requirements 

The requirements for the SAMAS process can be broken down by activity, as is done below. A 
specific implementation of these activities is provided in Section D.2 that describes the flow used 
for the initial implementation of this concept, whereas this section provides a more 
comprehensive view of current and potential requirements. 
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2.1.1.1 Input data 

The SAMAS algorithm requires a variety of high-quality data to be effective. This includes 
processed acoustic-sensor data that are used to determine contact and extract features from that 
contact (e.g. bearing). It also includes non-acoustic data that are used to relate contact features to 
the tactical situation (e.g. localization). 

One important requirement of MAS data processing is knowledge of the non-acoustic data. The 
accuracy of this data can significantly affect the performance of the SAMAS algorithm. Current 
systems may contain the required information, but may not maintain enough history to process 
many pings worth of data. For example, sonobuoy drift could be significant over a 30-minute 
history, thus the sonobuoy track history would be required to get optimal performance. 

A list of required non-acoustic data versus time follows (these hold true for sonobuoy or towed 
array data): 

Sensor 2D location and orientation:  important for proper localization. 

Source 2D location:  also important for proper localization. 

Sensor type:  required to ensure proper processing. 

Sensor channel to recording system/track:  required to ensure proper association of recorded 
data to a physical buoy. 

Ping type:  required for proper processing of the data, and must include the source that 
emitted it. 

Ping time:  This is important for proper localization and segmentation of data, though it can 
be estimated from the main-blast arrival time. 

Sensors with a self-localization capability or a system with a sensor-localization capability are 
preferred. 

Access to processed (e.g. correlated and beam-formed) MAS data is also required to perform 
detection and feature extraction. These data are used to produce the following required 
information: 

Detection bearing and time:  required to describe the contact’s location relative to the sensor. 

Detection SNR:   required to assist in statistical analysis and weighting of contact. 

Main-blast arrival time:   required in addition to the ping time to align pings and generate a 
clutter time. 

It is also possible to have errors in the data set, which should be managed as data is accepted. 
Simple health checks on the data may be required along with smarter decision logic to handle 
such situations. Examples include checks for missing, extraneous, or unrealistic main-blast 
detections for any given ping and receiver. 
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2.1.1.2 Data designation 

The SAMAS capability requires data designation. Data designation is the selection of a region of 
data (time and bearing extent) that is expected to contain relevant contact. This is different, and 
less precise, than designating the contact itself. Data could be designated manually using a 
selection tool or automatically using AOP / track data. These options were explored during this 
contract. There will also be a requirement to designate new data once a track is established. 
Designation options such as feature trackers that operate on the processed data itself could prove 
effective during this phase. 

It has already been established that the clutter-mitigation display is appropriate for manual data 
designation [17][18]. (In this case the operator is actually specifying a contact in the vicinity of 
the designated data, as designation suffers from hook error.) A multiple-point selection tool is 
required to allow designation of curved traces, though selection accuracy does not need to be 
precise. (A 0.5 second window and 3-point selection tool were used in this contract with good 
performance.) 

Automatic designation of data is possible given an AOP. The AOP information must be 
converted to time and bearing for each active sensor that would individually result in localization 
within the AOP. 

Where data designation occurs using an automated process, there should be a configuration 
option that allows the designation error to be adjusted for errors that are not accounted for in the 
designation process. In STAR, this is implemented as the search time adjustment parameter and 
initial values between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds are being considered. 

Other requirements may be determined during future research, such as those considered in 
Section 6.2.1. 

2.1.1.3 Contact detection and feature extraction 

The data designated using the capability described in Section 2.1.1.2 must be searched for 
contact. The SNR and bearing (where sensor-data permits) must be extracted as detection features 
once the time of the contact is detected. If possible, the errors related to these features should also 
be estimated to facilitate improved error analysis. 

A sophisticated method of detection is required when a wider range of data is designated, such as 
for AOP-based automatic designation. The same method is effective for detection of contact in 
the region of manually-designated contact. In STAR, this is currently performed using a split-
window likelihood estimator similar to the one used for ETI analysis in Sentinel [19]. 

Feature extraction is currently performed as follows: 

The time feature is taken as the time of the peak related to the detection in the ETI data. 

The bearing feature is estimated using parabolic interpolation of beams. This feature should 
be clearly marked as undefined when the sensor does not provide bearing of arrival data. 
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The SNR feature is estimated by computing the average level in a time window surrounding 
the peak time with some gap. This noise window is currently set to 1.0 seconds and the gap 
is set to 0.1 seconds. 

Methods of filtering or creating contact should be included to deal with random false alarms and 
intermittent contact, respectively. Valid contact should result in detection times that vary slowly 
and consistently on individual sensors, even in cases where source and receiver position error is 
significant. This property can be used to evaluate contact over multiple pings and improve 
detection data.  

Additional requirements may be determined during future research, such as those considered in 
Section 6.3.2. 

2.1.1.4 Contact localization 

A process is required that can estimate which detection features are related and then convert 
related features to a contact-location estimate. The location estimate must include an estimate of 
the location error (an AOP), as this is required for automatic data-designation, tracking and 
practical prosecution (i.e. selection of tactics and new sensor deployments). 

This function is currently performed by the clustering algorithm described in [25], though it 
might be improved using the research ideas presented in Sections 6.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3 and 6.3.3. 

The number of detections that are used by the localization stage should be limited where 
automatic detection is used. It is not clear whether or not these detections should be pruned within 
the detector (i.e. not reported to the system, including overlays) or limited by the localization 
stage. STAR currently reduces detection at the localization stage, taking the N-best detections for 
each source-sensor-ping combination. (The default for much of the testing was N=1.) 

It may be required to limit the number of clusters and tracks that can be generated for each ping 
(or grouping of pings – see Section 6.2.3). Again what are determined to be the best results 
should be retained. The top scoring clusters are currently those that contain the most feature 
crossings. 

In addition to the detection features, the localization process requires knowledge of the main-blast 
times (or ping time), source position and receiver position at the time of detection. Ideally, good 
estimates of the errors related to this data would also be available. 

2.1.1.5 Tracking 

The system is required to generate tracks from the contact information (e.g. localization and/or 
feature data). This is currently implemented using the capability described in Annex C, though 
potential improvements are considered in Section 6.1. 
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2.1.1.6 Operator validation 

The detailed requirements related to operator validation have not yet been developed, though the 
researchers are confident that operator validation of contact will be required. Many of the 
concepts related to operator validation are coupled with data-designation operations described in 
Sections 2.1.1.2 and 6.2.1.  

Generally an operator will require access to the data that was used to generate contact. From here, 
there are likely to be requirements for the operator to be able to refine, add or exclude data from 
consideration. This may be either through coarse refinement of the designated data (e.g. disable a 
sensor, alter a time range) or more precise refinement (e.g. actually designating the contact using 
a tool like the multiple-point selection tool). 

The two displays most likely to support operator validation are the following:   

The clutter-mitigation displays provide an intuitive view of the processed acoustic data, 
allowing traces to be quickly identified and considered. An overlay, such as the one 
developed under this contract (Figure 18 and Figure 19), that clearly identifies the 
designated data and the resulting contact is likely required. Here, the operator must be able 
to quickly switch the overlay on/off to see the active data underneath.  

The tactical display will be another important operator-validation tool. The operator will 
require a geospatial representation of the probable location, AOP and track of the detected 
contact(s). There may also be requirements to select a single localization or track for further 
investigation. This investigation could include breaking the contact into its contributing 
features (i.e. crossing points or localization features), or adjusting the clutter-mitigation 
displays to show the acoustic data that was used to generate the tactical feature. 

It is likely that the operator investigation and validation tool development will become a 
significant portion of future research. 

Prior work on clutter-mitigation displays has also provided good insight into what is required to 
produce high-quality displays. This includes: 

Display pre-processing should be performed to enhance features in the data. This includes 
normalization and quantization stages similar to what is used to generate passive displays. 
Research also showed that visual-trace identification and classification was improved when 
quantization settings were selected so as to show some of the background noise. This is 
more akin to passive quantization than active. 

A clutter display contains information from only one source-waveform-receiver 
combination. The number of generated clutter images will grow as the number of different 
sources and waveforms grow. This could result in operator overload, and too sparse of a 
ping schedule could reduce the quality of clutter images as motion may be too great between 
pings, or a detection may be intermittent over too few pings to be useful. In terms of 
overload mitigation, the research concepts discussed in Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.3 may prove 
beneficial. 

A display that accounts for interruptions or variations in ping interval may be required; 
otherwise some acceptance of degradation is required, as traces would appear disjointed. 
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The generation of scans assumes that pings are more-or-less evenly spaced in time, though 
exact timing is not required.  

2.1.2 Non-functional requirements 

The prior sections indicate specific requirements for each of the stages of the SAMAS algorithm. 
There are stages for manual data designation (DDm), automatic data designation (DDa), manually 
refined data designation (DDmr), contact detection and feature extraction (CD), contact 
localization (CL), and tracking (T). The integrated capability will need to run in real-time and 
allow the operator to flow between the stages in different ways. For example, the modules could 
be activated to use the following data flow: 

DDm->CD->CL->DDa->CD->CL->T 

And with operator-validation capability it could then be extended from tracking to include: 

DDmr->CD->CL->T 

Further options might allow the operator to validate the results at specific points in the processing 
chain within the validation requirements specified in Section 2.1.1.6. 

2.2 Research (Tier 2) capability analysis 

The research requirements for a system providing a SAMAS capability include all the 
requirements of an operational system described in Section 2.1 as well as extended capabilities 
that go beyond what is practical for an operational system. In general, several facets of the 
algorithm are explored during research and development that may not be otherwise exposed or 
executed when operating in a real-time situation: 

1. Output from several different stages of the algorithm is required to provide feedback at 
critical stages of the algorithm, as well as to provide a measure of its performance. 

2. Truth data is required to accurately measure differences in the methods used to calculate the 
solution. This includes knowing the type of target and the target's position. 

3. Concurrent processes may be executing that either allows for externally examining parts of 
the algorithm or calculate an entirely different solution to the problem for comparison 
purposes. 

4. Assumptions are made, or constraints placed, on the operational environment. Often the ideal 
operational scenario is mimicked and measured beforehand in order to provide a baseline for 
the performance of the algorithm. 

2.2.1 Algorithm requirements 

Requirements analysis of the SAMAS algorithm is organized by the processing tasks and is 
contained in the following subsections.  
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2.2.1.1 Input data 

The following sensor information is required to perform research on the SAMAS algorithm. This 
sensor information is in addition to the input information specified in Section 2.1.1.1. They 
include: 

Source depth / sensor depth:  They are important for proper scientific characterization of the 
results. 

Target 3D location and trajectory:  They are useful for trial reconstruction and analysis 
cueing. This is required for scientific and trial data gathering. 

Error simulation:  This is the ability to introduce errors (noise) into input data to test 
performance under adverse conditions. 

2.2.1.2 Data designation 

The following are required in addition to the data-designation requirements in Section 2.1.1.2: 

The system should allow the analyst to prune, adjust (i.e. add error) or extend data to 
simulate the effects of different operational scenarios such as limited buoys in contact, buoy 
errors and different sensor types. 

The ability to log designations for later automated analysis and MOP generation using a 
wider variety of options (configurations) to help determine optimal settings, sensitivity to 
settings, robustness, etc. 

2.2.1.3 Contact detection and feature extraction 

The following are required in addition to the contact-detection and feature-extraction 
requirements in Section 2.1.1.3: 

The ability to change detection parameters including: 

Defining window sizes that focus or filter the processing within a specific range of 
data. 

Specifying thresholds that filter either the input data from being considered during 
detection processing or output data to prevent it from being considered by other 
processing modules. 

Specifying tolerances or limits to approximate calculations especially during 
floating-point calculations. 

Load/save different configuration profiles quickly in order to expedite evaluation of 
the module as well as reduce operator error. 

The ability to swap algorithms used for detection processing or feature extraction. In order to 
measure the results of different SAMAS solutions, it must be relatively easy for the operator 
to define a processing chain and then implement it in the research system. 
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Logging of results and MOP. The results should be formatted in such a way that they can be 
easily verified, compared to other methods of detection or be reloaded in the application for 
additional inspection. 

2.2.1.4 Contact localization 

The following are required in addition to the contact-localization requirements in Section 2.1.1.4: 

The ability to change localization parameters and algorithms in the same manner as 
described in Section 2.2.1.3. 

The ability to log the results of the localization process as well as its MOP in a similar 
manner as described in 2.2.1.3. 

2.2.1.5 Tracking 

The following are required in addition to the tracking requirements in Section 2.1.1.5: 

The ability to change tracking parameters and algorithms in the same manner as described in 
Section 2.2.1.3. 

The ability to log the results of the tracking process as well as its MOP in a similar manner 
as described in 2.2.1.3. 

2.2.1.6 Operator validation 

The following are required in addition to the operator-validation requirements in Section 2.1.1.6: 

An ability to suspend data analysis and isolate areas of analysis for further investigation.  

Such a tool is required for measuring the performance of any processing module. The tool must 
be able to access expected results from either the operator or the module whose performance is 
being measured. 
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3 Current capability 

This section describes the current capabilities of the SAMAS software. Each of the capabilities 
described below fulfill, either partially or completely, the required capabilities described in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 

3.1.1 Input data 

The SAMAS algorithm uses all the input-data types listed for a Tier 3/4 system as described in 
Section 2.1.1.1 except for Sensor Type (Section 3.1.1.2). It caches all of this information for a 
specific time range in order to optimize the look-up of non-acoustic data. Knowledge of 
measurement uncertainty has become more important for the current SAMAS localization as 
more advanced localization algorithms are being employed.  

In order to perform Monte Carlo simulation during localization a combination of any of the 
following estimates of measurement uncertainty can be used: 

Source position error 

Receiver position error 

Detection bearing error 

As well, an area of probability needs to be calculated for each fix or crossing in order to be 
considered during clustering. Calculation of their corresponding AOPs requires an estimate of 
detection time uncertainty. 

The source depth and sensor depth required for the Tier 2 system (Section 2.2.1.1) are not yet 
being used by the current system. The Target 3D location and trajectory is being used for trial 
reconstruction and truth data but analysis cueing has not yet been implemented.  

The localization routines used by SAMAS use the main-blast time of arrival instead of recorded 
ping times since accurate ping times are not typically recorded or available. This introduces more 
measurement uncertainty including: 

Main-blast time 

Association of main-blast events to a ping event 

The SAMAS localization requires main blasts to be clustered. This clustering 
process is an estimation of the mapping between main blasts and the original ping 
event. 

3.1.1.1 Contacts and tracks 

The SAMAS algorithm can designate data using previously computed or a priori contact and 
track information (although cueing from the target track is not yet possible).  
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A track describes the location, speed and course of a tactical entity over a specified duration of 
time. For SAMAS purposes a contact is a special form of a track which contains additional 
information such as: 

Signature information including signature types active or passive. 

Sensor-system information including which recorder and channel the contact is associated 
with. 

Both tracks and contacts may have been created manually, from an external source (such as a 
GPS log) or as the result of an estimation process such as a tracking algorithm (Annex C). 

3.1.1.2 Omni-directional buoys 

If omni-directional sensors are processed as DIFAR sensors, the process results in erroneous 
bearings due to noise produced by the DIFAR demultiplexor. STAR is not specifically aware of 
sensor type and thus cannot ignore the incorrect bearing. Therefore, data from omni-directional 
buoys is avoided and can be ignored by deselecting as described in Section B.2.4.2.  

3.1.2 Data designation 

The current SAMAS algorithm provides three methods of designating data including manual 
designation, designating from a contact and designating from a track. Designating from a contact 
can be interpreted as a sub-function of designating from a track. Designations are logged with 
detection and feature-extraction information (Section 3.1.3) as described in Section B.4. 

3.1.2.1 Manual designation 

The operator can use a three-point tracing tool to manually designate data for SAMAS 
processing. The three-point tool is flexible enough to allow the operator to quickly trace target 
detections for multiple sensors as described in Section B.2.1. Also, the designation tool will 
prevent the operator from selecting too close to the main blast. By default, designations that are 
performed within 0.5 seconds of the main blast are clamped to the 0.5 second threshold. 

3.1.2.2 Designate from contact 

The system can designate automatically on active sensors when given one or more contacts. The 
AOP of the contact is used to find a time and bearing extent relative to each active sensor  
(Figure 34). The operator can configure the Search Time Adjustment (Section B.2.4) parameter in 
order to account for errors introduced during the designation process. 

3.1.2.3 Designate from track 

The operator can select a track from the current tactical data and use it to designate as described 
in Section B.3.1.2. Designating from a track is similar to designating from a contact except it is 
doing it over a time range for contacts that are potentially related to a single target. A designation 
is created for each main-blast time and for each active sensor within the start and end time of the 
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track. Contact positions are interpolated from the track at the main-blast time. From there, the 
Designate from Contact activity is performed (Section 3.1.2.2) to automatically create 
designations. 

3.1.3 Contact detection and feature extraction 

The contact-detection and feature-extraction process is currently performed using a split-window 
likelihood estimator similar to the one used for ETI analysis in Sentinel [19]. Configuration of 
this module is described in Section B.2.4.1. 

Feature extraction is currently performed as follows: 

The time feature is taken as the time of the peak related to the detection in the ETI data. 

The bearing feature is estimated using parabolic interpolation of beams.  

The SNR feature is estimated by computing the average level in a time window surrounding 
the peak time with some gap. This noise window is currently set to 1.0 seconds and the gap 
is set to 0.1 seconds. 

3.1.3.1 Detection interpolation 

The operator can choose to have the system create detections for any manual designation that 
didn’t result in detection (Section B.2.4). The initial designation time is used as the time of 
detection. The average bearing for the detections from the designated sensor is used for the 
interpolated detections bearing. If no detections were produced on the manually-designated 
sensor then interpolation is not performed and Designate from Contact is performed during the 
automatic designation stage. Care must be taken when using the detection interpolation since the 
operator has the potential to create detections that are not present. 

3.1.4 Contact localization 

The localization process uses features such as ellipses and hyperbolas that can be generated by 
using time delays, main-blast times, source position and sensor position. It is configured using the 
process described in Section B.2.4.3. Any combination of crossings and fixes can be calculated 
(including ellipses, hyperbolas and bearings) and used to create a set of potential contacts. Error 
information is used to generate an AOP (in the form of an error ellipse) for each contact. These 
contacts are then filtered and associated using a clustering process.  

Since a large number of contacts can be generated during this process there are several 
optimizations that are used to reduce the amount of processing without decreasing the quality of 
the results: 

STAR currently reduces detection at the localization stage taking the N-best detections for 
each source-sensor-ping combination. (The default is N=1.) 

The bearing and bearing probability are used to calculate an overlay contact probability 
which can then be filtered according to a probability threshold (default = 20%) before 
entering the clustering phase of the processing. 
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Usually only one cluster is created per ping event. 

3.1.4.1 Clinter / AOP clustering 

The current SAMAS uses a two-stage clustering process. The Clinter process initially identifies 
the clusters with the most number of crossings. The probabilities of the crossings that created this 
cluster are “distributed” over their respective AOPs. These crossings are then added together over 
a 2D grid to find the highest probability cell. The crossings that participated in the maximum-cell 
summations are then used to create a cluster AOP. There are several parameters that can be 
configured by the operator to increase or decrease the precision of this process at the cost of 
processing performance: 

The initial Clinter radius which defines the maximum size of a cluster. Default is 2 km. 

The AOP clustering grid size. Default is 2 km. 

The resolution of the AOP grid. Default is 20x20 km grid. 

3.1.5 Tracking 

The SAMAS software generates tracks from localization data. It can do this for just the feature 
data as a result of the manual-designation stage or for all feature data including those features 
generated during Automatic Designate from Contact stage. This is currently implemented using 
the capability described in Annex C. Configuring the tracker is described in Section B.3.1.1 

3.1.6 Operator validation 

The operator can validate SAMAS processing using a number of tools described below. The 
operator can subsequently reconfigure the system and reprocess the original manual designations. 

Validation tools include: 

The animation controls (Section B.3.1.6) to view features that were used to generate 
individual crossings and fixes on a ping-by-ping basis. 

The animation controls (Section B.3.1.6) to view crossings and fixes that were used to 
create individual localizations on a ping-by-ping basis. 

The track selection tool (Section B.3.2.4) to view the contacts that were used to create 
individual tracks. 

The analysis log (Section B.4) records the results of the designation, detection and feature 
extraction. 

The search-window overlay (Section B.2.5) in the clutter-mitigation display that displays 
designation and detection information in a user intuitive manner. 

 Reconfiguration options include: 

Enable or disable detection interpolation (Section 3.1.3.1 and Section B.2.4). 
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Reconfigure either stage of detection and feature extraction (Section B.2.4.1). 

Reconfigure either stage of the localization process (Section B.2.4.2). 

Change the selection of active sensors used in processing (Section B.2.4.3). 

Reconfigure the tracker settings (Section B.3.1.1). 
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4 Data description and issues 

Two datasets were used to test and evaluate the prototype SAMAS capability. The first dataset 
was gathered during CFAV Quest cruise Q320, the Tracking 3 experiment. These data are 
unclassified, allowing work to be performed off site from DRDC Atlantic. The second dataset 
was gathered during TMAST02, the run11 experiment. These data are classified and analysis was 
performed in the DRDC Atlantic shield. This section provides a high-level description of the two 
datasets indicating issues that were encountered during analysis. 

4.1 Q320 – Tracking 3

This experiment was designed to gather MAS tracking data. It was the best unclassified MAS 
tracking data set available at DRDC Atlantic during this contract. The simulated target, a Quest-
towed echo repeater called BUSTER, provided medium to high-SNR echoes on most sensors 
throughout the experiment, though there were periods when it did not function. There were also 
periods when active transmissions were halted for marine-mammal impact mitigation. 

Figure 3:  Reconstruction of experimental geometry from 15:46:34Z to 18:59:00Z displayed 
on a map. The red arrow indicates the end of the track.

A plot of the selected portion of the experiment is shown in Figure 3. The period from 15:46:34Z 
to 18:59:00Z was selected for the analysis. At this time, the Active LAND buoy (LR1 on plot) 
was transmitting LFM pulses (1 sec, 25% Tukey, 1600 Hz to 2000 Hz), once per minute, on the 
minute. The primary sensor pattern included twelve AN/SSQ-53F DIFAR sonobuoys at 6 posts. 
The shallow buoys are plotted in Figure 3; sensor positions are indicated by a white circle with a 
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bent line at the top [standard tactical symbology]. Deep buoys were collocated with the shallow 
buoys, but experienced different drift. Only the shallow buoys were fitted with GPS units. 

A number of omni-directional sonobuoys and sensors were also active during the experiment. 
These included AN/SSQ-53F sonobuoys in calibrated omni (CO) mode for marine-mammal 
monitoring, and AN/SSQ-565 ACASS buoys that also broadcast omni-directional receive data. 
Noting that these buoys were omni-directional was important for the reasons already discussed in 
Section 3.1.1.2. 

Data from this experiment were formatted and processed using the standard STAR processes [1]. 
This included DIFAR demultiplexing, beamforming (8 beams), correlation processing and 
automated main-blast detection. Detected main blasts were automatically filtered using time 
windows due to the well-controlled ping time. Any further detection requiring manual adjustment 
or detection of main blasts was performed by Nicole Collison. Improved automated main-blast 
detection remains a priority. 

Examples of the MAS data are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows the data in ETI 
format for a single ping. Time is represented by the x-axis, while matched-filter output magnitude 
is indicated on the y-axis. Main-blast arrivals are marked with an M, while target echoes are 
marked with an E and the expected target-echo locations, based on geometry (known target and 
sonobuoy locations) and straight-line propagation, are marked with a T. This target-cuing box 
would not be possible without some knowledge (which could be a guess in a real-time system) of 
the target location (for this data, the tow-ship location is the estimated target location). Without a 
target-cuing box, it is difficult on an ETI plot to determine if a spike of energy is a target echo or 
not. In Figure 4, the echoes were entered manually, one at a time, and care had to be taken to 
select the correct peak. Thus 8 selections were required for this data, while 184 selections would 
be required to account for all data displayed in Figure 5. Even if one entry could be made every 
five seconds, an extremely fast rate, it would take over 15 minutes to enter all data (assuming that 
the operator knew which echo was the target; if not, it would take longer).  

Figure 5 displays 23 pings on one display, starting from 16:07Z, in a standard clutter image. This 
display is created by aligning the main-blast arrivals at time zero and converting the ETI trace to 
a greyscale scan line, thus each vertical raster line represents one ping and pings are stacked to 
create an image. The x-axis represents ping number (which is also time, in minutes, as the ping 
rate = 1 min), while the y-axis indicates time, in seconds, from main blast. In this case, the image 
is not normalized and appropriate normalization would further enhance contact. Regardless, the 
target (echo repeater) echoes and their corresponding multipath returns can be clearly identified 
between 6 and 11 seconds from the main blast. Their structure is clearly different than the 
multipath echoes that appear as almost straight lines between 1 and 6 seconds from each main 
blast. The two different categories of echo are readily identified in Figure 5, while they cannot be 
easily distinguished in Figure 4, clearly illustrating the advantage of the clutter-mitigation display 
as discussed in Section 1.1.1. 
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Figure 4:  ETI plots images from the Tracking 3 experiment (recording channels 5-12, one 
ping at 16:07Z).  

 

 

Figure 5:  Clutter images from the Tracking 3 experiment (recording channels 5-12, 23 pings 
starting at 16:07Z).  
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Each echo can be represented by localization features. For an echo from a DIFAR sonobuoy, the 
features are an ellipse and a bearing, provided the source and sonobuoy positions and main-blast 
time (or ping time) are known. Data from related echoes on different sensors can also be 
combined to produce hyperbolae.  

The localization features (ellipses and bearings) associated with the echoes defined in Figure 4 
are provided in Figure 6. Sensor positions are indicated by a white circle with a bent line at the 
top [standard tactical symbology] with the number labels corresponding to RF number; the actual 
target position (of BUSTER, the echo repeater) is indicated by a rectangle open at the top 
[unknown submarine symbol]; and the source position is indicated by the square box with the 
cross in it, labelled LR1. On a standard operational system, an operator would simply plot the 
ellipses and bearings associated with contact echoes and then define the contact location by 
choosing what seems to be the area of most cross-over between features. 

 
Figure 6:  Localization feature data (ellipses and bearings) from the ping at 16:07Z. 

The localization tools can assist an operator by automatically computing the crossing points of 
each feature and then clustering them to define the most-probable position (MPP) based on the 
statistics associated with the localization. The crossing points for the localization features in 
Figure 6 are shown in Figure 7, where EB refers to an ellipse-bearing cross, EE is an ellipse-
ellipse cross and the green ellipses are the area of probability (AOP) for each crossing point, 
computed using the assumed time and bearing feature errors. This raw information produces a 
busy display, though less busy and more informative than the features themselves (bearings and 
ellipses). 
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Figure 7:  Localization data from the ping at 16:07Z. 

A less cluttered and more informative representation of the manually-designated echo data from 
16:07Z is shown in Figure 8. The cluster, shown as an AOP and MPP marked with the label CL, 
is the result of clustering (fusion) of the information in Figure 7. The target position, Buster, can 
also be clearly identified. This display shows the information required by a tactical team for one 
ping. To be effective, it must be produced prior to the next ping, which can be a very short 
amount of time in a complex multiple-source scenario (30 to 60 seconds), as it is ideal to transmit 
the next ping as soon as the reverberation level is low enough and two-way propagation to the 
maximum detection range is completed. The primary limit on ping-repetition period therefore 
becomes system-operator processing of the ping data. 
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Figure 8:  Fused localization result for manually-designated echoes at 16:07Z. 

4.1.1 Data issues 

A number of issues and experimental biases were discovered during analysis: 

The echo repeater reported a delay (in ASCII logs) that was different than the delay that was 
applied. This was determined by examining data at the echo-repeater monitor hydrophone. 
The issue may have been due to some signal processing or buffering delay that was not 
correctly accounted for. A 1-second correction was applied (from 5 to 6 seconds delay). 

The echo-repeater data introduced some artificiality into the analysis. The primary effect 
was that the echo-repeater delay needed to be removed from all data to support localization. 
As the software is not sophisticated enough to differentiate between echo-repeater signals 
and other reflectors, all detected echoes were adjusted for the echo-repeater delay. This 
artificially defocuses other localization data, which biases results by providing better 
localization performance for the echo repeater than for other tracks and clutter. 

Only one deep buoy was fitted with a GPS unit. The drift for this buoy was slower than for 
shallow DIFAR. The location of deep buoys is uncertain and affects localization accuracy. 
The deep sonobuoy positions were initially slaved to the shallow buoys, but were later 
computed using a coarse interpolation approach that estimated an average drift for each buoy 
(see interpolate_sono_deep.pro). This resulted in a sensor position for the start and end of 
the experiment only. The default STAR behaviour was changed to interpolate sensor 
positions to account for the low position sampling rate. 

There was a problem with EADAQ recording in that some samples were lost and the 
apparent recorder channel changed during the recording. This was corrected by enhancing 
sp_extract to change channel order and then customizing the demux script. A special sed 
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script was also created to adjust the main-blast logs to match the corrected channel order 
(fix_bad_main). 

Analysis was performed on a number of systems both at DRDC and Akoostix. In some cases 
the data was located in a different place, and absolute path names are used in the logs. Any 
issues with variable data location and paths in the logs were corrected using sed scripts 
(fix_paths, fix_processed_filename). 

4.2 TMAST02 – Run11

TMAST02 was a TTCP trial conducted on the shelf off of the west coast of Scotland (north of 
Ireland). A number of experiments were performed, and run11 was one that included Maritime 
Patrol Aircraft (MPA). The Canadian MPA dropped a field of 32 DIFAR sonobuoys that 
recorded transmissions from three active sources (one towed and two stationary) in an attempt to 
detect, localize and track a real submarine. The run11 data was used during prior clutter-
mitigation-display research and so had already been analyzed and formatted for use with STAR. 
Further detail on this experiment is available from DRDC, as much of the information is 
classified. 

4.2.1 Quality assurance note 

A problem with extraneous main blasts was discovered on RF 93 (IMPACT Channel 6). Main 
blasts were marked at 11:08:19.9 and 11:08:11.7, of which one must be incorrect. The first main 
blast was chosen to perform the tests.  
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5 Evaluation of capability 

The SAMAS algorithms were evaluated using the two datasets described in Section 4. The Q320 
data set was used to test proper function of the software, while the TMAST02 data set was used 
to evaluate the efficacy of the algorithms. This section documents the results of the algorithm 
evaluation. A summary of findings is provided, followed by additional detail related to specific 
issues and components. 

A significant improvement in SAMAS performance was achieved for real-target data, though 
additional research and improvements are recommended. The current research focused on making 
better use of available contact for localization and tracking.  

Detailed analysis demonstrated that very accurate echo time-of-arrival estimates could be 
achieved while bearing estimates introduced significant error. Bearing error is a function of echo 
SNR and unknown bearing bias [21][22]. Bearing estimates can also become unreliable as the 
receive electronics saturates, though this could be mitigated with improved sensor designs [23]. 
The SAMAS localization algorithms were configured to mitigate the impact of bearing error as 
discussed in Section 5.1. Localization error is further increased due to source and receiver 
position error. For the TMAST02 data, receiver position error can be significant as GPS 
sonobuoys were not available. Further work is required to mitigate the impact of localization 
error when better receiver position estimates cannot be achieved. 

Though consistent contact traces have been identified for a number of sensors in the TMAST02 
data sets, automated detection often resulted in intermittent contact. In some cases only a single 
sensor would hold contact for a single ping, while other receivers would produce contact on 
neighbouring pings. Researchers developed an algorithm that allowed for generation of contact 
where the operator has already designated a trace, but the automatic detector missed the contact. 
This improvement helped to mitigate issues resulting from fluctuating contact, as further 
discussed in Section 5.2. 

The ability to designate contact on more than one sensor was added during this contract. This 
proved beneficial, as single-sensor designation results in poor localization because less-accurate 
bearing data must be used directly to produce a fix (ellipse-bearing crossing point). Additional 
features were available once manual designation of contact was performed on more than one 
sensor and interpolation was used to mitigate intermittent contact. This additional information 
and the reduced reliance on bearing data improved localization and produced valid track 
segments on real-submarine data though further improvements are recommended (Sections 5.2, 
5.3 and 5.4). 

The SAMAS algorithms were improved to allow for iterative processing or using external tracks 
to designate data. This is achieved by selecting tracks on the map and activating the processing. 
The track position and error estimates are used to designate data on all active sensors. Iterative 
processing using this approach did not produce significant improvement for the test cases, though 
the benefit cannot yet be ruled out. If the operator were provided with better tools to change the 
active sensors or refine data designation, iterative processing may provide more benefit. This 
same functionality could still provide significant benefit where the track is provided from an 
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external source (intelligence, other platform), as it would help the operator to very quickly focus 
on related portions of the data. 

A number of suggestions for further improvement are made in Section 6. One of the most notable 
suggestions from an algorithmic perspective is the use of multiple-ping contact to establish traces 
which could be effective in filtering false alarms, increasing probability of contact, generating 
contact using interpolation and for deriving Doppler. Another significant recommendation is to 
improve the clustering algorithm used to produce localization from multiple contact features, 
which is further discussed in Sections 5.5 and 6.2.2. 

The new animation feature on the tactical plot (tactical map display) proved very useful. It 
allowed analysts to step through contacts ping-by-ping and perform detailed analysis of all input 
features and the resulting localization. It helped to identify a number of issues and improvement 
ideas that would have otherwise been difficult to achieve. 

The analysis included some effort for examination of processing options with results documented 
in Section 5.6. 

5.1 DIFAR bearing error 

DIFAR bearing error is significant and this must be accounted for in localization/data fusion to 
provide optimal estimates [21][22]. Bearing data can be used in two ways within the STAR++ 
localization libraries:  feature crossing points can be computed between bearings and other 
features (ellipse, hyperbola), or bearing can be used to adjust the probability of other crossing 
points which helps to resolve ambiguity such as would occur when two ellipses create two 
crossing points.  

The current analysis indicates that bearing data are better applied to adjust the probability of other 
crossing points, rather than using them directly. Feature crossing points often have significant 
separation so even data with large bearing error (tens of degrees) significantly improves position 
estimates. This approach requires multiple-sensor contact. 

5.2 Contact interpolation 

The addition of contact interpolation for manually-designated data provided significant benefit. 
The assumption is that the operator is designating a trace that should result in continuous contact 
and will have a smooth slope, so interpolation for small regions where the contact fades is 
appropriate. The TMAST02 data contain a number of cases where detection is intermittent even 
though a valid target-related trace can be clearly identified. 

This option helped to mitigate poor tracking where only one sensor produced contact for a 
particular ping, while neighbouring pings produced contact from other sensors that could be 
combined to provide a better fix for tracking. When this approach and multiple-sensor 
designation was applied to the TMAST02 test data, two valid track segments were produced, and 
individual fixes were all in the region of the real target. Further improvement could be achieved, 
but this was a significant result. 
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5.3 Multiple-sensor designation 

The addition of the multiple-sensor designation capability is beneficial in a number of ways: 

When used with the STAR++ localization libraries, it helps to refine the designated region, 
as the impact of bearing error can be reduced. Instead, hyperbolae can be used to intersect 
with ellipses, while bearing data is only used to adjust the probability of feature intersections 
(crossing points). This works better if the source and receiver position errors are not large. 

The user has the option to only use designated data for localization and tracking. If enough 
contact is designated, this results in a high-confidence result. On the contrary, if the initial 
data designation is too accurate and a search is conducted on the remaining sensors, the 
result can be misleading. This is because the resulting ellipses and hyperbolae will all appear 
to corroborate the initial designation even if they are created using false contact. More work 
is required to help avoid this problem, while the solution may lie in trace detection (Section 
6.1.1). Valid contact must form a consistent trace rather than scattered detection and this 
property can be used to help discriminate clutter-related false alarms from actual targets. 

5.4 Tracking 

The researchers found a number of cases where only a single sensor had good contact using the 
collaborative automation engine (automatic detection). In these cases the only way to produce a 
contact for tracking was to use an ellipse-bearing crossing point (fix), but the bearings are not 
very accurate for these data. This resulted in poor tracking. Another option would be to use the 
range information and Doppler, or previous track trajectory with a range-only update option. This 
is feasible, but would require extension of the tracking algorithm. 

In general tracking was poor for the real-submarine data, though it was very accurate for the 
echo-repeater data, producing tracks that were typically less than 100 m from the true track. 
Analysis revealed a number of causes and potential solutions: 

Sources of error: 

The receiver positions in the TMAST02 data are much less accurate adding to 
localization error. 

The bearing error is higher for the TMAST02 data due to the sensor’s inability to 
recover quickly from the loud ping (main blast) and the relatively-low SNR of the 
target echoes. 

Potential solutions: 

GPS or better sonobuoy positioning equipment can be used to reduce receiver 
position error. 

Sensors designed with higher dynamic range and/or to recover quickly from the main 
blast can be employed. 

The data association and tracking could make better use of other available data 
including trace detection and Doppler derived from the slope of a trace. 
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5.5 STAR++ localization libraries 

The additional features in the STAR++ localization libraries over the equivalent STAR-IDL 
algorithms proved beneficial, though some limitations were also discovered. Suggestions for 
algorithm improvement are documented in Section 6.2.2.  

In general, the clustering algorithms need to be improved as the resulting area of probability 
(AOP) is often poor (too big or too small), though the position estimate is reasonable. The AOP 
size concern is the result of a number of issues: 

The initial crossing AOP do not account for source and sensor position error, causing these 
AOP to be too small. Position errors are only accounted for during the Monte Carlo 
simulation.  

These initial AOP are used for advanced clustering which adds AOP information to 
the clustering algorithm. It looks for regions of overlap to better separate multiple 
contacts that are close to each other, while producing a final AOP without Monte 
Carlo simulation.  

The original clustering algorithm only uses feature crossing points to form a cluster, 
relying on the Monte Carlo simulation to define the final AOP. 

Attempting to use advanced clustering and Monte Carlo simulation is too 
computationally intensive. 

AOP produced using simple clustering are often too small, especially where a large number 
of feature crossing points are generated for the same target. 

The cluster AOP is only computed using the feature crossing points that are 
associated with the cluster, ignoring the crossing AOP. 

The cluster-association stage uses a very simple algorithm to find associated crossing 
points, which stops a search once the required number of associated points is found. 
The number of fixes is not adaptive and is too small in many cases, resulting in a 
cluster that is too small, while leaving the remaining crossing points to generate a 
second fix for the same target. 

AOP produced during Monte Carlo simulation are often too large. 

The input error estimates are often based on crossing models which can be 
pessimistic, while statistical outliers can bias the size of the resulting AOP estimate. 

Error models should be improved to include variable error estimates that are based on 
the data. 

The capability in the STAR++ localization libraries exceeds that of the STAR-IDL algorithms 
and should continue to be used and improved. These C++ libraries can also be used by system 
prototypes and commercial systems, whereas their STAR-IDL equivalent has limited utility 
beyond STAR-IDL. 
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5.6 Data processing options 

Some effort was used to investigate appropriate data processing options.  

5.6.1 Normalization 

Appropriate clutter-mitigation image normalization increased the amount of operator (visual) 
detection. A two-pass split-window normalizer with a 0.1 s gap and 1.0 s window worked well on 
TMAST02 data. This setting leaves some clutter characteristics visible, which is important for 
discrimination, while enhancing contact. 

5.6.2 Quantization 

The quantizor must be adjusted for various compression levels as the Max-of-N compression 
increases the background level, brightening the image. With approximately 30 s of data on the 
analysis computer’s displays (Vader), quantizor limits of 3.0 and 10.0 dB worked well. 
Additional effort to define appropriate quantizor settings would be required for operational 
systems once the various processing is defined, or appropriate statistically-based formulas would 
need to be derived. 

5.6.3 Detection threshold 

Researchers experimented with a variety of detection thresholds, using the default detector 
settings. The default threshold of 7 dB worked well. A 5 dB detection threshold produced many 
false alarms while a 9 dB threshold significantly reduced the amount of valid detection. 

5.6.4 STAR++ detection filters 

Researchers found that the algorithm worked better when the crossing probability threshold was 
set to 5% instead of the default of 20%. Further investigation revealed that there is a difference in 
how the STAR++ libraries compute the crossing probability, which should be further discussed as 
noted in Section 6.5.1. 
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6 Suggestions for on-going research and software 
development 

This section is used to capture ideas and suggestions resulting from this contract. They were 
generated by the Akoostix team and the DRDC PA. Suggestions remaining from prior work 
should also be considered when defining the next phase of R&D [2][4][7][8][10][12][14][16][23]. 

Sections 6.1 through 6.4 discuss algorithmic- and research-related suggestions, whereas Section 
6.5 captures software-related recommendations that would support the research. Sections are 
grouped such that similar ideas are presented together with no consideration of proposed priority. 

6.1 Use feature tracking to improve performance 

Generally a contact is represented by a MPP and AOP, generated using the full set of contact 
features. This information is useful but is a subset of available information (i.e. a fused, 
compressed form). A valid contact can also be represented by a continuous trace on a single 
clutter image, though this trace may not always be detectable and may quickly change slope 
during a turn. Despite position error and uncertainty induced by curved acoustic-propagation 
paths and variable sound speed, these traces provide useful information that relates to relative 
target trajectory (i.e. range rate). This information could be exploited to improve robustness and 
performance in a number of areas. 

6.1.1 Trace detection 

An algorithm could be developed that examines the output of the contact-detection stage (post-
detection logic) to look for associated detection on a single sensor (i.e. a trace). Once identified a 
number of actions could be taken: 

1. Increase the confidence in detections associated with the trace, as they are more likely valid 
contact. 

2. Decrease the confidence in detections that are not associated with a trace, as they are less 
likely valid contact. This decrease in confidence could lead to a robust detection pruning 
algorithm where low-probability random detections are removed. 

3. Designate that contact is related between traces and find a way to use this information to 
suggest the relationship to the feature clustering and tracking algorithms. 

4. One could consider a secondary algorithm that attempts to refine bearing estimates related to 
a trace, as changes in bearing should also be smooth, though this may not be as robust when 
there are many target manoeuvres at close range. 
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6.1.2 Tracking from trace data 

The current tracking module uses fused (clustered) localization information for tracking. This 
works well when the localization output is accurate enough to derive a trend in the track. For 
TMAST02 data, the localization output was too inaccurate for a simple tracker. The trace 
information, however, provides good information on relative target trajectory, despite other errors 
that hinder accurate fusion of features across sensors or computation of an absolute position. It is 
possible that the shape of a trace, which indicates the rate at which the total range (source-target-
receiver) is changing, could be used to improve tracking. 

6.2 Variation in SAMAS process 

Under this contract, Akoostix implemented an initial version of the SAMAS algorithm. During 
the work researchers also identified that, in some circumstances, variations on this process may 
be appropriate. The most interesting of those ideas are documented in this section. 

6.2.1 Improve contact / data designation 

Researchers identified that the quality of contact designation (i.e. the computation of the time, 
range and beam to search for related contact) depended on the sensor that was used to designate 
initial contact. The designated region was derived from an ellipse-bearing cross AOP which is 
elongated by the larger bearing error. Depending on geometry, this could result in larger than 
desired search time ranges. It also did not take into account source and sensor position error. 
Though this scheme provided acceptable performance in most cases, it could be improved using 
some intuitive adjustments discussed in the following subsections. 

6.2.1.1 Iterative contact designation 

It is likely that the find related contact activity will detect more contact than the operator first 
designated. This additional information can be used to further refine estimates of the target 
location and track. These refined estimates could be used to re-designate contact and conduct 
another search. If the estimates are indeed improved, two benefits should result: 

1. More valid contact may be established. 

2. Search windows may be reduced, resulting in fewer false alarms. 

Variations on this iteration could be attempted. For example, the first detection pass might use a 
higher threshold to find only the best contact, which would then be used to refine the search, 
where a lower detection threshold could be used to find weaker contacts. The use of the operator 
to confirm or adjust detected traces prior to continuing may also improve the overall performance 
of the algorithm. This confirmation step could present the operator with the N-best clutter 
displays for validation. These displays could come from any combination of receiver, beam and 
source. When an operator is validating a contact, or working on a cued contact track, setting each 
individual scan line (ping) to the best beam should be considered. In that way, a contact moving 
between beams can be seen on an individual display. This will be especially important for sensors 
with a smaller beam width (i.e. towed array). 
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A first attempt at iterative contact designation was made under this contract, but further effort is 
warranted. 

6.2.1.2 Interpolation/extrapolation of designated contact 

A trace must be continuous in both time and bearing. The current algorithm only uses designated 
contact that exceeds some SNR threshold. It is likely that when contact is too weak for confirmed 
detection on one sensor that it will be present on another sensor. It would be possible to designate 
contact when the SNR is too low using interpolation or extrapolation of good contact. Care would 
need to be taken to limit extrapolation, as the contact may have turned. Here extrapolation could 
be limited to the start and end point of the trace designated by an operator. 

A first attempt at interpolation of contact was made under this contract, but further effort is 
warranted. 

6.2.1.3 Designation of contact from other sources 

It is most likely that multiple sources will be used during a MAS search. This would provide both 
geospatial and pulse type diversity. For example, TMAST02 data sets include data from three 
sources. Once the contact is designated, it would be possible to query pings from other sources 
within some time range of the designated ping. Contact could then be designated on that data and 
used as a cumulative feature set to improve localization and tracking. (Note:  The clutter-
mitigation display is only required for operator designation and validation of contact. Standard 
ETI data is used for the remainder of the process.) 

6.2.2 Improve contact localization 

As noted in Section 3, the current clustering algorithm stops including feature crossing points in 
the cluster once it reaches a maximum number (M), otherwise it will grow to a maximum size 
then shrink to the last included point. The former case often occurs in datasets where there are 
many more features than M, and the value M does not change dynamically. Ongoing research 
should consider more intelligent, yet robust, ways to decide when a cluster should stop growing 
or possibly even how a cluster should grow. This could improve initial estimation of cluster size 
and reduce the likelihood that associated features are excluded from the cluster. 

The STAR++ libraries provide advanced options that consider overlapping AOP when computing 
the cluster size. This calculation is computationally expensive and causes excessive execution 
time when combined with the Monte Carlo simulation. Researchers should take a closer look at 
these operations and find a way to improve the implementation. 

There should be a better way to bring source and receiver position error into error ellipse (AOP) 
generation for crossings and fixes without running individual Monte Carlo simulations. The 
current AOP are too small and are not representative of the real error affecting other calculations 
(e.g. advance AOP clustering in STAR++). Acceptable options might be found by using a simpler 
Monte Carlo or by just computing the limiting cases as is done for a lot of the crossing AOP in 
STAR++ (Note:  Some crossing AOP are not computed at all in STAR-IDL). 
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6.2.3 Multiple-source data 

The current localization algorithm restricts individual localization to data from a single ping from 
one source. It may be possible to improve localization performance by using detection features 
from neighbouring pings on other sources. This increased diversity of geometry and ping type 
may add information, reducing uncertainty in the result. Though partially addressed in Section 
6.2.1.3, these ideas may add further algorithmic capability to better fuse and/or translate features 
between pings in a more integrated approach. 

To further explain the potential improvement from source diversity; one limitation of using data 
from a single source is that the best detections [from specular reflections] are often limited to a 
small group of sensors that are in the same general area. This often causes features to cross at 
shallow angles, increasing localization uncertainty. Additional, strategically placed, sources could 
improve the diversity and crossing angle of localization features, decreasing the overall 
localization uncertainty. 

If pings are close enough together in time, target motion might be ignored, allowing simple fusion 
of features using current algorithms; or the algorithm may have to assume some target motion, 
translating features in time and space to improve fusion. Where contact is sparse, this approach 
might be taken to the extreme where a derivative of target-motion analysis (TMA) might be 
employed. Attempts to perform TMA should be delayed until a clear requirement for this level of 
sophistication is identified. 

6.3 Secondary improvements 

This section captures ideas related to secondary algorithms, data and processes. These include 
capability such as the main-blast detector, that are not part of the core SAMAS process, but that 
the SAMAS process relies on. 

6.3.1 Improved main-blast detection 

The current main-blast detector works well in environments with high reverberation, but it can 
miss detection or produce false alarms for a number of reasons. The most common problems are: 

A main blast that occurs without rapid-onset reverberation will be missed unless the signal 
window is made very small, which increases the false-alarm rate. 

Other pings that fall in the same band produce ETI data that will trigger the main-blast 
detector (e.g. One LFM sweep up in frequency followed by an LFM sweep down in 
frequency, or a CW pulse in the same band). 

These problems could likely be solved using a combination of the following: 

Pre-detection cuing could be used to designate a time range for detection of a main blast. It 
would allow less robust detectors with a higher detection probability to be used, as the data 
would already be limited. This would require knowledge of the outgoing ping with a small 
enough lag to be effective, and knowledge of the source-sensor geometry. 
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Post-detection logic could be used to look for clusters of main blasts that match the expected 
geometry. This would help to reduce random false detections, and could also be used to go 
back and cue detection of missing main blasts, using a lower threshold. This would require 
knowledge of the source-sensor geometry. 

Post-detection logic to filter detection based on time. This could be a coarse time-based 
algorithm that only knows the ping time and no geometry, such as was used on the Q320 
Tracking 3 data set, or a higher precision algorithm that has knowledge of the source-sensor 
geometry and ping timing. 

Use the operator to cue the detector on at least one main blast then use source-sensor 
geometry to search for related main blasts. This approach is used on MVASP. 

Generally, a main-blast detection capability that can be quickly configured for the situation needs 
to be created. For example, the system could provide a simple set of options that an operator 
could select from (low / med / high reverb; low / high time resolution; etc.). 

6.3.2 Improved contact detection and feature extraction 

Researchers should consider how feature error is estimated. Currently, time error is set as a 
constant, bearing error is computed using the SNR and a constant that accounts for sensor-system 
errors. Finally, the probability that a single detection is related to a valid contact is estimated 
based on the SNR only. It should be possible to estimate the time and bearing error more 
accurately based on the data itself. Detection probability estimation may also be improved. 

6.3.3 Improved sensor localization 

Sonobuoy location can be known if GPS is used, but this may not be practical. Even on scientific 
trials, the number of GPS-enabled sonobuoys is limited. It should be possible to track a sensor 
using a combination of:   

Drop position 

On-top position 

Drift estimates 

Main-blast arrival times 

6.4 Use of ORing in ETI processing 

The current ETI processing stream uses an ORing operation (Max of N) to decimate data at the 
output of the correlator. Though this operation does not tend to hinder visual inspection of the 
data at low display time resolutions, it might have a negative impact on detection or trace 
analysis. The use of decimation and the decimation algorithm itself should be examined. 
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6.5 Ongoing development 

6.5.1 C++ based localization libraries 

The C++ based STAR++ localization libraries should also have better regression tests added to 
ensure that current functionality is maintained over the long term. Specifically, these tests should 
be improved in the following areas: 

Regression tests could be expanded to allow more systematic and quantitative comparison 
with the STAR implementation (where possible), or manually computed results. For 
example: 

The results from STAR++ clustering algorithms such as clinter, clinter/aop and aop 
should be compared to expected locations and shapes of the resulting AOPs within as 
very small tolerance limit. The current tests compare their results to a known target 
location which is not effective when trying to detect logic errors. 

The results from the individual crossing and fix localization algorithms such as 
bearing/bearing and ellipse/bearing should be compared to an expected (computed) 
result rather than a target location. (Unlike the clustering algorithms, the underlying 
math logic, used to generate the crossings and fixes, is being tested against expected 
coordinates, but the number and possible combinations of fixes are not.  

The idlstar binding library should perform type and value checking across API boundaries 
to reduce the chance that external calls are provided incorrect parameter types (something 
that is very easy to do in a dynamically typed language such as IDL). Tests integrated with 
IDL that traverse the API boundary are necessary to detect integration issues with the 
existing STAR software. These tests should perform the same comparisons against expected 
results as suggested for the STAR++ test improvements in the previous two bullets. 

The method that the STAR++ localization libraries use to compute the probability for feature 
crossings requires closer examination. This is different than for the STAR-IDL libraries and was 
noted during initial library development. The primary concern is whether or not to normalize the 
probabilities so that they add to one. The decision depends on how probability is defined. 
Akoostix recommends that is be defined as the probability that a feature crossing is related to 
valid contact (combined probability of detection) instead of the probability that the feature 
crossing is the correct crossing for the combined features. The latter definition requires that the 
probability of all feature crossings related to each feature combination sum to one, which can bias 
the result and ignores other important information (e.g. SNR). 

6.5.2 Handle different sonobuoy types 

A method of abstracting the differences between an omni-directional sensor and a directional 
sensor is required for proper echo-analysis processing. The current system denotes an invalid 
bearing as -1.0. This is a valid bearing value in the domain. The current log formats should be 
changed to provide an extra type field to denote whether a sensor is directional or omni-
directional. This information will be used by the current beam-to-bearing conversion module to 
determine the validity of the bearing provided. Modules such as the star_echo_analysis should 
query the conversion model to determine the type of processing it should perform. 
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6.5.3 Display N-best beams 

The auto-association module could be integrated with a method of deciding which N-best beams 
to display the contact. The clutter application would then display these beams to the operator once 
the auto-association module has finished processing. The decision could be made using the 
following method: 

Render the data as currently done in the clutter display except with the best beams. 

Provide a “point-to-target" display where the best beam is computed. 

Provide a "point-to-target" display for each ping to allow for better visual following of the 
track. 

Designating a track could be performed on the tactical display. Refinement of individual 
traces should be possible by adding or removing designation on a per receiver basis. 

6.5.4 Track smoothing 

The auto-association processing and tracking algorithm could be modified to allow for track 
smoothing. Track smoothing might be accomplished by performing a second pass of the tracker 
with tighter constraints. 

6.5.5 Prune search windows 

The clutter application could provide a tool for pruning search windows. This could be 
accomplished by providing a toggle for each sensor, sensor/ping combination or detections. 

6.5.6 Tactical database improvements 

An optimization of the clutter tactical database queries for better auto-association performance. 
Solutions include: 

Change the storage mechanism in the tactical database to use a simpler time reference that 
would speed up computation. 

Improve the tactical database to use a proper SQL database. 
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7 Summary and conclusions 

The work carried out by Akoostix under this contract was effective in improving DRDC’s 
knowledge related to SAMAS (Smart Automation for Multistatic Active Sonar) and the related 
algorithms, while improving the prototype capability in STAR-IDL. Significant advances include: 

Ping-by-ping analysis of detection on the tactical display using an animation feature. This 
increased analysis efficiency and the number of valuable observations. 

Interpolation of contact to mitigate issues related to intermittent detection on multiple 
sensors. 

Improved assessment of the impact of DIFAR bearing error on localization and evaluation 
of algorithm options that mitigate the related issues. 

Improved software designs that allow developers to vary the algorithm and workflow 
without significant software changes. 

Improved integration of the STAR++ localization libraries which provide added benefit to 
the SAMAS prototype, while increasing the functionality and reliability of the libraries and 
increasing the potential for software reuse. 

Improved software optimization, resulting in reductions in execution time. 
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Annex A Project summary 

This section describes the work performed during DISO call-up W7707-45007777611 for the 
Project Authority (PA) Nicole Collison, and later James Theriault. The work was performed 
between June 2010 and March 2011. The work performed for this call-up is an extension of the 
work performed under contract W7707-08-8173 undertaken in 2009.  

The tasks described in each sub-section below are in chronological order. They describe 
development effort that was performed to achieve a set of functional requirements. These 
requirements were defined at the beginning of each iteration, though some requirements were 
carried forward to future iterations. For clarity, all work is described within the iteration that the 
requirement was identified. 

A.1 Iteration 1 

Work performed during Iteration 1 addressed the following requirements: 

The operator is able to designate data from more than one sensor before SAMAS (Smart 
Automation for Multistatic Active Sonar) processing begins. Each designated segment is 
used to generate contacts and all of these contacts are used together (fused) to generate an 
initial localization. Refer to Section B.2.1 for details on performing multiple designations 
and Section B.2.4.3 on configuring the localization for both stages of the SAMAS 
processing. 

The operator is able to activate another cycle of SAMAS using a track(s) selected from the 
tactical display for data designation. (Note:  Track selection options are similar to those of 
ITAC [24], while each selected track simply adds to designated data, allowing for overlap. 
Better options for multiple track designations may be required. For example, each track may 
represent an independent case, or consist of multiple track segments from the same target.) 
Any change to the active sensors is considered during the next processing iteration. Refer to 
Section B.3.1.2 for user instructions on selecting and associating tracks. 

First-stage localization works for an arbitrary number of designated sensors (one or many). 
If only a single sensor is used a 'fix' must be provided from the localization object. Section 
B.2.4.3 provides details for configuring the localization for both stages of the SAMAS 
processing. 

The following tasks were performed during Iteration 1: 

Akoostix held a kick-off meeting with DRDC which defined the first iteration requirements 
for SAMAS. These requirements were recorded on the project intranet site and provided to 
DRDC for review. 

Akoostix held an internal design meeting to determine software design changes required to 
meet a modular SAMAS-algorithm framework which can be used to rapidly prototype 
specialized versions of the algorithm. The resulting software design is documented in 
Section D.1. 

Initial development of the multiple-sensor manual-designation tool was completed. 
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The initial version of the SAMAS algorithm was modified to handle multiple-sensor 
designations while a more modular framework was still under development. The upgraded 
version served as a test baseline when constructing the modular SAMAS framework. 

Initial development on the SAMAS framework was performed. This included unifying the 
detectors that were used at the hook and auto-association detection phases, integrating the 
MAS localizer and refactoring the find_related_contact routines. Each of these classes 
inherit their API from a standard base class for each of the phases (designation, detection, 
localization) and use standard structures as input and output. 

During early August 2010, Hood met with DRDC and refined Iteration 1 requirements. The 
design for the new SAMAS algorithm framework was finalized and reviewed. The design 
has evolved into a set of individual modules each executing an individual step of the general 
SAMAS algorithm which can be integrated into a specific management class that handles 
the various use cases. This provides more flexibility as users experiment with the various 
options for task-flow, sub-steps (e.g. filters and interpolators) and ways to iterate. 

The SAMAS framework was implemented and tested using the Tracking 3 data set (Refer to 
Section 4.1 for test data information). The initial "track designation" stage was also 
developed and tested (see Section D.2 for algorithm details). The current SAMAS algorithm 
performs the same function as the previous version, with the added option of using tracks 
for designation. In order to do this, the two main steps of the algorithm were placed in their 
own modules (star_smart_processor in Section D.1) within the SAMAS algorithm. The 
second algorithm step was modified to handle tracks and can be called repeatedly from the 
Auto Association Tactical Display (Section B.3) by selecting a track in the tactical display 
and pressing the Associate Track button (Section B.3.1.2.). This allows designation using 
any track, which may be one generated by a previous iteration of SAMAS algorithm, or an 
external track (e.g. from intelligence or another platform). 

Later in August 2010, Hood met with Theriault and reviewed the project status. Project 
requirements were updated and posted on the project intranet site. During the meeting, 
demonstrated the multiple-sensor designation functionality and the track association 
functionality. During this meeting Hood and Theriault also identified the desire to have a 
data set with multiple tracks in it, and where multiple sources are being used. 

A.2 Iteration 2 

Work performed during Iteration 2 addressed the following requirements: 

The operator is able to adjust which sensors are active (used for SAMAS processing) using 
a GUI. Refer to Section B.2.4.2 for details on how to use this feature. 

The operator can choose to use the STAR++ libraries for localization. This required a new 
configured GUI that allows the user to specify which types of fixes and feature crossings are 
included, along with other standard configuration options. Details on using STAR++ are 
provided in Section B.2.4.3.  

The auto-association tactical display contained multiple overlay buttons that were 
rationalized. Refer to Section B.3 for an explanation of overlay buttons for the latest tactical 
display. As well, refer to Section B.3.1.6 for information on using the Animation Control to 
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view localization results. This functionality replaced some of the old overlay buttons that 
were being used to view individual pings. 

There was a mix of old and new tactical overlays on the ETI tactical display and the clutter 
tactical display (not to be confused with the auto-association tactical display). These plots 
were upgraded to the latest overlay designs. As well, all tactical displays were upgraded to 
the latest tactical-display design which provides a more feature rich, interactive tactical 
display. 

The tactical overlays in the auto-association tactical display did not remember their active 
state after reprocessing SAMAS although the GUI preferences remain. This was corrected 
by properly synchronizing the overlay with the new data. 

Other overlays were added to the auto-association tactical display including the receiver, 
source, target, track, ellipse, bearing and hyperbola overlays. Refer to Section B.3.2.4 for 
user details on each overlay. 

A redraw button and an update button were added to the auto-association tactical display. 
The redraw button does not require full reprocessing but just works with the currently 
cached data, taking into account changes in active/inactive states for an overlay. The redraw 
updates the offsets properly. Refer to Section B.3.1 for details. 

The following tasks were performed during Iteration 2: 

Early in Iteration 2, the GUI cleanup tasks were performed. This involved: 

Adding the source, receiver, target, hyperbola, ellipse, and bearing overlays to the 
SAMAS tactical display. 

The tactical displays for the ETI display and the Clutter display were upgraded to use 
the latest tactical display design which allows for additional map navigation tools and 
contact selection. 

The overlay menu item was reduced and improved. The previous ability to view 
overlays by ping has been replaced with use of the animation tool that "replays" the 
state of each overlay within a time range. 

Integration of the STAR++ library into STAR was performed during Iteration 2. The 
binding library IDLSTAR was initially expanded to export the corresponding features of 
STAR++ that are provided by the STAR-IDL MAS localization algorithm. This was the first 
time STAR++ results could be concurrently compared to those of STAR-IDL. The 
IDLSTAR-library integration during Iteration 2 took longer than expected. Inconsistencies 
between the STAR++ algorithms and the MAS localization algorithms in STAR were 
discovered as side-by-side tests were performed. Based on lessons learned during the 
previous contract, the cause was likely interface-related issues, or incorrect configuration. 
Three concurrent testing efforts were employed in order to systematically identify and fix 
defects. Ben Bougher developed test software that prints text for the inputs and outputs from 
the localizer interface on the IDL side and the "C" language side of the binding routines. 
This text was compared to ensure data was not being corrupted during calls to the external C 
library. Jason McInnis imported this information into an in-house tactical tool and tested the 
results in isolation of the IDL software. This helped determine if the STAR++ was 
producing the proper results. Hood performed tests on the fully integrated version to 
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determine from an algorithmic point of view where errors may reside. The tests revealed the 
following issues: 

A logic error in the ellipse-ellipse localizer that compares valid combinations of 
sensors and sources. 

Software was missing in the STAR++ localizer to enable the localizer to perform fix 
and/or crossing calculations but not to include them in the clustering operation. 

The return clusters were not being identified correctly and therefore were not being 
used by the STAR tracker. 

The return AOPs were being defined by their polygon but the standard deviations 
were not being assigned. They were being rendered (because the polygon existed) but 
not used in calculations (because their error values were not being set). 

Several modifications to the STAR++ Monte Carlo simulation were performed to get 
the simulation to behave the same as the STAR-IDL equivalent. 

Testing was performed on the software developed during Iteration 1 including the GUI 
cleanup tasks performed in Iteration 2. Several bugs were fixed as a result.  

Initial tests revealed that first-stage fixing is significantly improved when more than one 
trace is selected using the multiple-sensor selection tool. This improves designation for later 
stages, though the advantage of the second-stage track-association fixing tool is unclear on 
the echo-repeater data. 

The IDLSTAR software was profiled using idlstar_test3 in the test directory. It revealed 
several bottlenecks in the STAR++ Clinter algorithm which were fixed using standard C++ 
performance-optimization techniques. As a result, this test (which is a fairly simple 
localization problem) which initially took several seconds to process now processes almost 
instantaneously. This speed up is important since the SAMAS processes numerous 
localization calculations beyond the number processed in idlstar_test3.  

A difference in polygon resolution between STAR-IDL and the STAR++ library was 
causing additional bottlenecks in the STAR-IDL software. The default resolution for 
STAR++ is now the same as STAR-IDL.  

It is important to note that the STAR++ algorithms do not record their processed feature, 
detection and clustering information into a managed repository as previously reported. This 
has been recorded as a software issue (STPP-24). The repository software exists in STAR++ 
but was never fully integrated. In the future, when persistence of data is required, some 
consideration should be given to SQLite as an appropriate database of choice to record 
processing results from MAS algorithms. 

Once the basic STAR++ functionality was integrated into SAMAS, the advanced 
capabilities of STAR++ were integrated including: 

the ability to cluster all available crossings and fixes together in one stage. 

optionally use error ellipses for clinter results instead of circles. 

use the AOP clustering method developed originally for the MSTDCL. 
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A new MAS configuration dialog was created to interface the STAR++ software from 
SAMAS in clutter and ETI tactical display. The STAR++ configuration dialog contains 
additional tabs for the extra functionality provided by STAR++ and not STAR-IDL. 

Additional optimizations were performed to the Clinter algorithm in STAR++ which were 
detected after an attempt was made to cluster all crossing and fixing generators in a single 
stage. 

Additional debugging was performed in the DRDC Atlantic shield which revealed several 
software problems that were subsequently fixed including: 

A date/time format was not being properly parsed in the latest design of the tactical 
database. This was causing some odd interpolation errors. 

The ping-list parser was skipping a line that ultimately prevented the SAMAS from 
finding the proper sources. 

There was a bug in the active-sensor selection dialog that in some instances 
prevented SAMAS from finding the active receivers.  

A truth data set was not available that allowed for comparison of current detections 
and detections that should occur for the current algorithm configuration. This made it 
difficult to separate errors in program logic from algorithmic issues. In these cases, 
data were isolated and the code was followed step by step to categorize the issue and 
decide on corrective action.  

A memory management issue existed in STAR++ that was causing undefined 
behavior (most likely responsible for sporadic crashes that were observed). This was 
detected in the shield but was reproducible on a virtual machine installation. The 
software has been stable since this was fixed. 

A TMAST data issue was encountered and addressed. There was an issue with data 
that presented itself as a bug in the detection overlays on the clutter image. It seemed 
that portions of the overlay were getting pushed to the left. This was a result of 
duplicate main blasts per ping in the non-acoustic data. Hood also noticed an issue 
with a "doubling" with the actual clutter image (e.g. 5 pings were being displayed 
over 10 pings on the axis). This was verified in the suspended data directly. This 
anomaly along with the duplicate main blasts in the log led to the suspicion that the 
last time the data was generated there must have been two of the same logs used. The 
data was regenerated after encountering and rectifying a few bugs with the 
make_clutter_image.pro script. Now, both the number of pings in the image and the 
main-blast log are correct. This issue had to be resolved before more data analysis 
could be conducted. 

Hood performed some initial analysis in October 2010 and again in January 2011 after the 
TMAST data issues were addressed (see above). The results of all data analysis are provided 
in Section 5.  

Additional software was added to the STAR++ library; specifically the hyperbola-
hyperbola, hyperbola-ellipse and the ellipse-ellipse crossing generators were updated to 
produce an AOP. This was required so that the AOP clustering algorithm could include 
them during clustering. During this development another bug was discovered and fixed: 
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An error in the way standard deviation was being interpreted was causing smaller 
than expected AOP sizes. 

A.3 Iteration 3  

Work performed during Iteration 3 addressed the following requirements: 

The operator has the option to use a contact interpolator (on by default). The contact 
interpolator fills in pings that missed being detected during the manual-designation stage 
where there is already a defined trace. If there is a way to generate traces (connect 
automatically-detected contacts) then it may also be useful to allow for this after track-based 
designation. Interpolation is time/bearing based instead of lat/long since the time error is 
likely to be much smaller than the bearing error. Refer to Section B.2.4 for user instructions. 

The following tasks were performed during Iteration 3: 

The detection interpolator for SAMAS was developed that uses the manual-designation time 
as the time of detection if a detection is missed on a designated sensor. The interpolated 
detections use the mean bearing of the real detections from the designation sensor. The 
interpolator needs at least one real detection from the manually-hooked sensor data in order 
to get at least one bearing. If the interpolator doesn't find a detection then it is treated as a 
regular active sensor and is processed by the "related contact designator" during second 
stage processing. 

A.4 Final data analysis and documentation 

This report written includes restructured and updated material included from the original SAMAS 
report. This restructuring allows for a better separation of topics and concerns. 

A.5 Configuration management 

The final software deliverable for this contract was provided on the STAR release CD - version 
6.6.8. The CD was generated and delivered on March 31st, 2011. This software release contains 
the original project deliverables. This section of the document describes the content of that CD. 

A.5.1 STAR branch and release information 

Each logical grouping of software modules on the CD has individual version numbers. The 
current STAR version 6.6.8 CD contains the following: 

OPD 2.4 

ACDC 2.1.6 

SPPACS 1.1.9 

Analysis Tools 6.11 (STAR-IDL) 
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The 6.6.8 release CD was generated in conjunction with other DISO call-ups. Installation 
instructions are located in the root directory on the release CD. 

A.5.2 STAR software documentation 

Some manuals, API documentation, and other design documents are provided with the version 
6.6.8 software-release CD. In a standard STAR distribution, they can be found by opening the 
/usr/local/atools/star-6.6.8/documentation.html file in a standard web browser. This page 
contains links to several sets of documentation including revision history, the IDLDoc for the 
analysis tools (STAR-IDL), the manual for the analysis tools, and DOxygen generated documents 
for OPD, ACDC and SPPACS.  

PDF versions of user manuals for more mature software can be found in the manuals directory on 
the root of the CD.  

A.5.3 Issue summary 

The issue summary in
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Table 2 summarizes the blocker and critical issues that remain open, but only for software 
relevant to this contract. None of these issues had any effect on the success of this contract. 
Resolution of these issues may increase efficiency during the execution of future call-ups or 
contracts. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 shows the current state of known defects for all of the software release candidates listed 
in Section A.5.1 as of March 31st, 2011.  

The distribution of issues is indicative of the maturity of the software. Though maturing, much of 
this software is composed of various evolutions of an iterative design, especially command-line 
SPPACS applications and STAR-IDL components. This software would benefit from general 
design improvements and refactoring. There are two active blocker issues and several critical 
issues. These are obscure or infrequent bugs that were discovered during current work, but budget 
or schedule has been insufficient to address them yet. Critical issues are issues that still allow the 
operator to perform their function but could cause erroneous results or loss of data in those 
instances. These bugs should be fixed in the near future. Only blocker issues do not have a work-
around and may need to be addressed before a contact can be completed successfully. 
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Table 2 summarizes the blocker and critical issues that remain open, but only for software 
relevant to this contract. None of these issues had any effect on the success of this contract. 
Resolution of these issues may increase efficiency during the execution of future call-ups or 
contracts. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1:  Issue summary (severity vs. status) for all software on STAR release 6.6.8 

 Open Reopened Resolved Closed 

Blocker 2 0 7 24 

Critical 14 1 5 58 

Major 109 5 39 160 

Minor 32 1 3 17 

Trivial 7 0 0 3 

Undecided 2 0 0 2 
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Table 2:  Known blocker and critical issues for STAR release 6.6.8 

Module Issue ID Summary Description 
STAR-IDL 
(Tracking 
Support) 

AKOT-
164  

Crash on 
invalid Time – 
Track Feature  
Extraction 

  A crash occurs when trying to run on the 
CFMETR data. This is probably due to an error 
condition that causes the function to return an 
invalid time.  

STAR-IDL 
(Tracking 
Support) 

AKOT-
163  

Failure with 
Ping to Source 
Mapping -- 
Tracking 
Feature 
Extraction 

  Mapping a specific ping to a source when 
trying to run the tracking feature-extraction 
application fails. The error is likely similar to the 
issue affecting the main clutter application.  
  A temporary workaround involves removing 
pings from the ping.txt in the NAD that are not 
being processed. 

STAR++ STPP-3  Potential error 
in STAR IDL 
hyperbola 
fixing 

  Starting from line 1102 of 
star_cross_data_support in the 
create_hyperbola_hyperbola_contact function 
there may be a problem. 
  The variables xbh1, xbh2, etc are not used but 
instead a set of vectors xbh, ybh, BB, and SS are 
created. These vectors contain all three buoys in 
one shot instead of just the two from one 
hyperbola. These are what is used in getbc and 
then for bayesprobs. The original IDL software 
from Maksym doesn't make this simplification 
(idemo.pro about lines 23813 and 25263). This 
needs to be checked and to make sure that this is 
valid or the posterior probabilities will be 
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Module Issue ID Summary Description 
incorrect. 
 

STAR++ AKOT-
150

Crash / Hang in 
STAR++ 

  It crashed when using STAR++ to investigate 
AKOT-149 on OSX (tracking 3) and a crash on 
TMAST02 data (Linux and likely slightly 
different version).  
  The Monte Carlo simulation was run on OSX 
and had them off once and on another time for 
the TMAST02 runs (crashed both ways). 
Generally settings were:   
  - 2 detections, 10% threshold  
  - 2 Clusters, 3km radius  
  - El-El, El-Brg, El-Hy crossings  
  - Monte Carlo simulation with all error types 
and cluster results  
  - Search time adjustment of 0.5 seconds  
  On TMAST 02,  channels 2,3,4,5 were 
designated. For Tracking 3, a threshold of 550 
was set.  
 

STAR-IDL 
(Trial 
Reconstruction) 

AKOT-
111  

Spits out an 
array when the 
number of 
colors in the 
color array is 
exceeded 

  Bug occurred in the trial reconstruction tool 
(stack trace is provided in ticket comments) 

STAR-IDL 
(Tactical Plot) 

AKOT-
107  

Ownership of 
overlays and 
contained data 

  There is a general problem with ownership of 
overlays and contained data by the tactical plot. 
The tactical plot can be closed and reopened 
several time during an application's lifetime, so 
if it destroys all data that it contains it will be 
lost to the application and cannot be used on 
subsequent instantiation of the tactical plot, or 
usage by other modules (i.e. tracker). 
  It may be reasonable just to own the overlay 
itself and not the contained data, but then the 
ownership assignment of the contained data 
needs to be checked. Another option may be to 
tell the tactical plot when it owns an overlay.  
  Right now image overlays are owned by the 
tactical database, because it would have been 
more work to create a data container in the 
database and then force the creation of an 
overlay after the fact. This might need to change 
depending on how this issue is resolved. If two 
objects are created (image container and image 
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Module Issue ID Summary Description 
overlay) care needs to be exercised so that how 
data is properly passed between them to avoid 
expensive data copies for big images. 

STAR-IDL 
(Trial 
Reconstruction) 

AKOT-
97  

Fail on trial 
recon - Signal 
Excess vs. 
Total Distance 

  On first selection of the Signal Excess vs. Total 
Distance option in trial reconstruction 
(q320/tracking 3) A null string error is produced 
(error captured in comments of ticket) 
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Annex B User instructions 

These instructions explain how to use the auto-association capability within the clutter-mitigation 
displays. The following instructions assume that the user is working within a pre-existing trial 
directory structure with properly formatted data for the Non-Acoustic Database (NAD) and 
corresponding processed data files. For more information on creating trial structures or using 
other features of the clutter-mitigation display, refer to the STAR Technical Manual [1]. The 
Tracking 3 data set described in Section 4.1 has been used to demonstrate the SAMAS features 
contained by this Annex. 

B.1 Overview 

Two displays in the clutter-analysis application are used together in order to perform the auto-
association processing tasks. The first display is the clutter-analysis window, for which an 
example is provided in Figure 9. It is one of the first displays the operator sees when the clutter-
analysis script starts up. The second display is the auto-association tactical plot, for which an 
example is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 9:  Clutter-analysis window showing data for the Tracking 3 data set. 

The clutter-mitigation displays are a compression and reorganization of typical MAS data. 
Essentially, a series of scans are generated from the same source-buoy-beam combination. Each 
scan is processed for display using decimation, normalization and quantization to create a 
greyscale line. The lines are then stacked together to provide a LOFAR or GRAM style display. 
With the right time scale and display processing, this display allows users to quickly identify 
differences in feature movement and features that are more discrete in time. Detection of motion 
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is not straight forward as the source and receiver may also be in motion, causing features related 
to clutter (stationary target-like reflectors) to also move. However, target motion can cause the 
target feature to move differently than the stationary clutter, allowing it to be distinguished from 
clutter. The design of the clutter displays allows users to intuitively identify the differences in 
feature motion and, thus, identify interesting contact. 

Figure 10:  Tactical display. The animation controls are used here to isolate the contacts from a 
single ping being generated by the auto-association algorithm on the Tracking 3 data set. 

The tactical display shows the positions for active sensors, sources and target track (if provided). 
It also displays the information produced by the auto-association algorithm including generated 
contacts and features. Fused contacts produced by the auto-association algorithm are processed 
by the tracking algorithm (refer to Annex C) and the results are also displayed along with the 
other tactical information. There are numerous ways to interact with the tactical map and to 
change the visibility and appearance of the displayed tactical information. 

In general, to perform SAMAS processing, the user employs the clutter-analysis window to 
navigate through processed clutter data and to manually designate detections on selected sensors. 
The results of the SAMAS detector are displayed as a multicoloured overlay on the clutter-
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mitigation display and the results of the localization processing are displayed on the auto-
association tactical display.  

B.2 Clutter-mitigation display and auto association 

The following section describes the features in the clutter-mitigation display that are used to 
perform SAMAS including: 

Manually designating data. This function starts (or restarts) the SAMAS process. See 
Section B.2.1 for details. 

Toggle the visibility of the different tactical overlays including:  source, sensor, target (if 
available) and tracking overlays (results of the tracker). As well, auto-association specific 
overlays such as first and second stage ellipses, hyperbolas, bearings and contacts can be 
toggled for detailed analysis. See Section B.3.1.5 for an explanation of each type of contact. 
Displaying overlay information independently of each other provides visual feedback 
without overwhelming the operator.  

Capturing the current screen to a postscript file or to an image file for inclusion into 
documentation or for other analysis purposes. 

Animate the overlays as an intuitive way of analyzing the tactical data on a ping-by-ping 
basis. See Section B.3.1.6 for details. 

B.2.1 Manually designating (hook) data 

Manually designating data requires that the operator use a three-point selection tool to draw an 
approximation of a curve over a potential contact from within one or more of the clutter-image 
panes. This is a multistep process which includes: 

1. Clicking on the clutter-analysis window to ensure that it has focus. 

2. Press SHIFT+D to put the clutter-analysis window in manual-designation mode. 

3. In one of the image panes, select three points using a single left-mouse button click (do not 
hold left mouse button down). Once the first point is selected, a rubber band line will follow 
the mouse position. Select a second point at a location that roughly traces the contact; then 
move to selecting the third point. Note that the rubber band will now follow the mouse 
position from the second point. Finally, select a third point on the contact. This completes a 
designation on one sensor. It is possible to do this for other sensors in the clutter-image 
window. 

4. Once the contacts have been designated on one or more sensors press the SHIFT+D keys to 
exit manual-designation mode. Once this is completed, the auto-association processing 
automatically starts. Refer to Section D.2 for information on the auto-association processing. 
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 Note that SAMAS processing will only be performed on the number of complete 
three-point designations. For example if you are on your second-sensor designation 
and press SHIFT+D after your second point, this constitutes an incomplete designation 
and only the first sensor will be considered. You can use this feature to cancel 
SAMAS processing if you on your first sensor. 

 Note that in between sensor designations you can still perform configuration tasks and 
then return to manual designation normally. This is useful, if, during designation, you 
forget to configure something but do not want to have to wait until the current 
designations have been processed in order to change configuration settings. 

The three-point manual-designation tool can be used outside of the boundaries of the 
image panes for each sensor. It is advisable that you do not do this and to be careful to 
designate from within the visible areas of each pane. 

B.2.2 Changing viewable sensors 

The user may only designate on sensors that are currently viewable in the clutter-analysis 
window. Therefore, it may be necessary to change the display by using the clutter-data navigation 
controls shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11:  Clutter data navigation. 

For a complete explanation of this navigation control refer to [1]. To align the display by channel, 
provide a different channel (1-offset) in the text edit and press the [Set (1st Panel to)->] button. 
After several seconds, the display will update with the selected channel in the left-most pane 
while the remaining panes present data sequentially from the selected channel. It may also be 
useful to change the viewable beam. Use the beam text edit in the same manner to change the 
viewable beam. 
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If you find yourself always re-aligning your display by channel and beam as the very 
first thing you do after application start-up you can always change the initial defaults 
in your boot scripts for example: 

start_receivers = [0, 4, 2, 10, 11, 12, 1, 4] 
start_beams = [0, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 4] 

 Note that in this example that receivers (related to channel) and beams are 0-offset 
indexed and that you can interleave any mix of available receivers and beams. Each 
position in the array corresponds to a pane in the clutter-analysis window. 

B.2.3 Main button bar 

The following section describes the options for configuring SAMAS. Configuration is available 
using the menu bar at the bottom of the clutter-analysis window. This section does not describe 
the functions of buttons on the menu bar other than those related to configuring SAMAS. 

 Buttons used to perform SAMAS include: 

Auto Association Plot button initiates the auto-association tactical display. The localization 
results of the auto-association processing are plotted here. From within the tactical display 
the user can adjust overlays, navigate and animate the results in order to analyze the results. 
Section B.3 provides the complete details on using the auto-association tactical display for 
SAMAS tasks.

Auto Association Settings button displays the auto-association settings dialog. From this 
dialog, other settings dialogs can be displayed and configured including independent 
configuration for the detector and localizer for both stages of the processing. Section B.2.4 
describes configuring and performing SAMAS tasks from the clutter-mitigation displays.

Reprocess Hooks button reprocess manual designations without requiring the operator to go 
through the manual-designation process described in Section B.2.1. This is also important if 
the operator needs to make changes to the processing configuration and wants to compare 
the results on the exact same set of hooks.

B.2.4 Auto association configuration 

The Auto Association Settings button displays the dialog shown in Figure 12. This dialog is used 
to configure the first stage (also known as the Hook stage) and the second stage (also referred to 
as the auto stage) of the auto-association processing. As well, each processing stage is broken 
down into detection/echo analysis and localizations.  
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Figure 12:  Auto association settings. 

The following list is a description of the parameters accessed from the auto-association 
configuration dialog. The list follows the same order as the buttons in the dialogue: 

The Search Time Adjustment edit box is used to manually adjust the search time 
window size (tmin, tmax) for the Find Time/Bearing Extents activity (Section D.2). The 
value is in seconds and is added to the computed values. The search window range is 
calculated as follows where tamin and tamax are the actual times used, trd is the repeater 
delay, and tsta is the search-time adjustment and has a default value of one second: 

tamin = tmin + trd – tsta

tamax = tmax + trd + tsta

tamin will not be set within 0.5 seconds of the main blast for a particular ping to avoid 
incorrect detection of noise prior to the main blast, or the main blast itself. 

The Blast Group Limit edit box adjusts the time limit in seconds used to cluster main blasts. 
Clutter-mitigation displays and localization processing reference time from the main-blast 
time instead of a ping-transmit time, since the latter is usually not available or reliable. As a 
consequence, main blasts need to be associated to a single transmit event in order to perform 
localization. The time limit should be in proportion of the geographical spread of the sensor 
field. If the time limit is too small or too big, the clustering algorithm will produce too many 
or too few clusters. 

The Interpolate Detections toggle button changes the use of the detection interpolator. The 
interpolator, when enabled, will create a detection entry for any manually designations 
(hooked) that did not result in an automated detection. If the interpolator is not enabled, then 
only manual designations resulting in detections will be used during localization. An 
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interpolated detection is created using the original designation time and the average bearing 
from other detections on the same sensor. The detection error assigned to the interpolated 
detection is equal the length of the peak-search-window size.  

The Hook Echo and Auto Echo buttons displays the configuration dialog described in 
Section B.2.4.1. It is used to adjust how signals are detected and features extracted during 
the Contact Detection and Feature Extraction activity for the first and second stage or 
processing respectively (Section D.2).  

The Hook Overlay and Auto Overlay buttons initiate a series of cascading dialogs for 
configuring the localization algorithms used to produce the contact localizations for the first 
and second stage of processing, respectively. Refer to [1] for details on configuring STAR-
IDL localization algorithms. Section B.2.4.3 describes configuration for the STAR++ 
localizer which was integrated to provide advanced localization processing for SAMAS. 

The Sensor Select button displays a sensor-selection dialog. This dialog can be used to 
activate or deactivate active sensors between runs of the auto-association processing. Refer 
to Section B.2.4.2 for details. 

B.2.4.1 Contact detection and feature extraction configuration

Contact detection and feature extraction is performed at both stages of the auto-association 
processing. Both stages use the same processing but can be independently configured. The Hook
Echo configuration dialog is shown in Figure 13 with its defaults. The Auto Echo configuration is 
the same except with different defaults. For example, the default peak search window for the Auto 
Echo processing stage is smaller, as the detector (during find time/bearing extents activity 
described in Section D.2) provides a more precise time than the user hook. 

Fields whose labels begin with Echo belong to the feature-extraction processing while those 
starting with Detect belong to the detection processing:   

The Echo Noise Window sets the noise-window size in seconds. 

The Echo Select Max Beam is a Boolean value (0 or 1) that turns off/on the select max beam 
function. When turned on, the echo-analysis algorithm selects peaks from the beam with the 
most energy. 

The Echo Search All Beams is a Boolean value (0 or 1) that turns off/on the search all beams 
function. When turned on, the echo-analysis algorithm searches through all beams in the 
time search window to find the peak. 

The Echo Peak Search Window sets the size of the search window in seconds, which 
represents the designation error. 

The Echo Notch Window adjusts the notch window in seconds, which represents the 
duration of the echo. 

The Detect Threshold is the SNR (defined as a linear ratio in log scale) used to determine 
detection. 

The Detect Gap Size is the detector gap window size in seconds and is used during SNR 
estimation, which uses a split-window estimator. 
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The Detect Signal Window is defined in seconds. An average over the window is used to 
estimate the signal level for the SNR calculation. 

The Detect Noise Window is defined in seconds. An average over the noise window, minus 
the gap is used to estimate the noise level for the SNR calculation. 

 

 

Figure 13:  Hook (ETI) echo-detection configuration dialog with current default settings. 

B.2.4.2 Active-sensor selection 

The Auto-association processing can be configured to use specific sensors during the second 
stage processing. These sensors are the active receivers which are searched to find corresponding 
contact detections in relation to the manually-designated detections.  

This dialog allows the operator to filter any unwanted or defective buoys. For example, this 
configuration option can be used to remove omni-directional buoys from the list of active sensors. 
See Section 3.1.1.2 for details about the effects of including an omni-directional buoy as part of 
the searched receivers. The OK button must be pressed for the settings to take effect. 
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Figure 14:  Sensor-selection dialog showing active DIFAR sensors selected for the Tracking 3 
data set. 

 

You can set the default active sensors in the clutter_analysis_template.pro script for 
example: 

auto_detect_receivers = [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] 

 Note that auto_detect_receivers are zero-offset where channels in Figure 14 are  
1-offset channels. i.e. receiver 4 equals channel 5.  
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B.2.4.3 Hook and auto overlay configuration 

The auto-association algorithm performs localization at both stages of processing. The results of 
these localization processes are displayed on the tactical display (Section B.3.1.5) as the hook 
overlay (first stage) and auto overlay (second stage) respectively. Each stage can be configured 
independently using the Hook Overlay or Auto Overlay buttons on the main auto-association 
configuration dialog described in Section B.2.4. The default localizer for the auto-association 
processing is STAR++ (Section B.3) which is configurable amongst other STAR-IDL MAS 
localizers as shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15:  Overlay selection dialog.  

Configuring the STAR-IDL MAS localizers (bearing cross, hyperbola-hyperbola, ellipse-ellipse 
and hyperbola-ellipse) are documented in the STAR technical manual [1]. This section describes 
only those features of the STAR++ that differ from the STAR-IDL configuration. 

The STAR++ localization processing allows the operator to select any combination of fixes and 
crossing generators. An available list of generators is shown in the STAR++ settings Generator 
tab shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16:  STAR++ generators tab allows the user to select a combination of fix and crossing 
generators to process as a set during localization. 

One of the main advantages of the STAR++ localization processing is that the operator can 
choose a combination of fix generators including the bearing-bearing, ellipse-bearing and 
hyperbola-bearing as well as a combination of crossings generators such as ellipse-ellipse, 
hyperbola-ellipse and hyperbola-hyperbola to process and cluster as a combined set. The previous 
STAR-IDL MAS processing only allowed the user to cluster by feature type individually. 

The Advanced Clustering tab shown in Figure 17 provides configuration for an alternate 
clustering algorithm. Using this tab the user can change the selection of the AOP clustering 
algorithm and configure its parameters as follows: 

Elliptical AOPs toggle is used to generate AOPs as an ellipse instead of the default circle 
generated by the Clinter clustering algorithm. The toggle has no effect on the AOP 
clustering algorithm which always generates an ellipse for an AOP. 

Use AOP Clustering toggle switches the clustering algorithm from the default Clinter to the 
AOP clustering algorithm. If this button is selected then the following two edit boxes can be 
configured as follows: 

Search Region is the total size in kilometres of one side of a square distribution grid. 
The AOP sums over this area to calculate the resulting AOP. 

Search Grid Dimensions determines the number of cells in the distribution grid. For 
example, if the search region is the default 2.0 km and the grid dimension is the 
default 20 points then the default resolution of a search cell is 100 m x 100 m. 

For details on the AOP clustering algorithm please refer to Reference [15]. 
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Figure 17:  Advanced-clustering tab provides configuration for the AOP-clustering algorithm. 

B.2.5 Search window overlays 

The results of the auto-association’s data-designation and contact-detection tasks (Section D.2) 
are intuitively displayed on the clutter-mitigation display by the Search Window Overlay. These 
results can also be logged to file (Section B.4).  

The search window overlay can be toggled using the ‘o’ character when the clutter display is in 
focus. Figure 18 displays the search-window overlays on all sensors while processing the 
Tracking 3 data set. Figure 19 shows a close-up version of the overlay on one sensor. The overlay 
is interpreted the following way: 

Horizontal tick marks are used to indicate the time window used to search for a detection 
related to the designated contact. These windows vary per ping and receiver and represent 
the Tmin and Tmax values (Section D.2). A blue color indicates that the beam used to search 
for the detection is the same for that ping as the displayed beam (note, the blue is difficult to 
see in Figure 19 but is present in the left side of the image). A yellow search window 
indicates that the search was on a beam not currently being displayed. 

Detections produced by the auto-association algorithm are indicated with a green cross if it 
was in the beam currently being displayed or a red cross if it was not. 
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Figure 18:  Clutter-analysis window showing the search window overlay results while performing 
SAMAS on the Tracking 3 data set. 

 

Figure 19:  Search-window overlay on one sensor.  
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B.3 Auto-association tactical display 

The tactical display is the main user interface for displaying and interacting with the tactical 
information produced by the auto-association processing. It is an important visual tool in the 
SAMAS process for linking contacts detected in the processed data to a tactical location. This 
section provides instructions on the various functions of the auto-association tactical display. 

There are three main methods of performing tasks in the tactical display:  the main button group, 
character key press combinations and the mouse. 

Use the main-menu button group (Section B.3.1) located to the right of the mapping display to 
execute a primary function or to configure of a primary function including: 

Configuring the tracker whose function it is to process the localization results from the auto-
association algorithm. The results are displayed as a tracking overlay on the tactical display. 
See Section B.3.1.1 for an explanation of tracker configuration options. 

Changing the visibility of the different tactical overlays including:  source, sensor, target (if 
available) and tracking overlays (results of the tracker). As well, auto-association specific 
overlays such as first and second stage ellipses, hyperbolas, bearings and contacts can be 
toggled for detailed analysis. See Section B.3.1.5 for an explanation of each type of contact. 
Displaying overlay information independently of each other provides visual feedback 
without overwhelming the operator.  

Capturing the current screen to a postscript file or to an image file for inclusion into 
documentation or for other analysis purposes. 

Animating the overlays as an intuitive way of analyzing the tactical data on a ping-by-ping 
basis. See Section B.3.1.6 for details. 

Easy access to repetitive tasks can be performed by pressing a predefined character key 
combination (Section B.3.2) when the tactical display has focus. This is usually done to initiate an 
interactive feature which can be summarized in the following functional groups: 

Display manipulating such as coarse-grain zooming, fine-grain zooming using the mouse 
wheel, centring the view or resetting the map. 

Retrieving locations on screen, distances between two points. 

Mouse button press or motion gestures are usually done after pressing a character key to initiate 
an interactive feature such as a track-selection tool. Some features, such as centering the view on 
a specific point can be accomplished with just the mouse click. 

B.3.1 Main button bar 

The main button bar located on the right-hand side of the tactical display (Figure 10) is used to 
perform most processing and processing configuration. Specifically, the buttons in this bar 
perform the following tasks:

Exit button exits the auto-association tactical display. It will not exit the entire clutter-
migration application. 
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Tracker Settings button presents the configuration dialog box shown in Section B.3.1.1. It is 
used to configure the tracker. 

Associate Track button sends a selected track to the auto-association algorithm. This can be 
used to refine the tracker results. See Section B.3.1.2. 

Save to Postscript button is used to save the current tactical view to a Postscript file. See 
Section B.3.1.3. 

Capture Screen button is used to capture the entire screen and save it to one of the available 
file types for the host computer. See Section B.3.1.4. 

Overlays button displays a configuration dialog that lists all the currently available overlays. 
The visibility of individual overlays can be changed using this dialog. See Section B.3.1.5. 

Redraw refreshes the current display without updating the state of the overlays. 

Update button refreshes the tactical display after one or more changes have been made to 
the overlays or configuration parameters. 

Animate button produces the animation controls described in Section B.3.1.6. Animation 
can be used to develop a prefabricated demonstration or to analyze in further detail the 
processed results without the need to reprocess. 

Help button displays the help text that contains an abbreviated version of the information 
provided in these user instructions. 

B.3.1.1 Tracker settings 

The tracking software produces an estimate of a target track given a set of contacts from the auto-
association algorithm (Section B.2.1). The tracking software is fed contacts produced by the 
algorithm either from the second stage of processing or first stage if the second has not been 
configured (Section B.2.4.3). The results of the tracking process are depicted in Figure 20. The 
tracker can use either a Kalman filter or an Alpha-Beta algorithms. The type of tracking algorithm 
and specific algorithm parameters can be configured using the dialog show in Figure 21.  
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Figure 20:  Tactical display showing the tracks (sold dark lines) with the corresponding second 
stage contacts that were used to generate it (green circles with yellow dot at center). 
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Figure 21:  Process-settings dialog. 

The settings dialog shown in Figure 21 is used to select and configure the algorithm used to 
generate tracks. The configurable items are as follows: 

Tracking Algorithm combo box contains either the Kalman tracker or the Alpha-Beta tracker 
algorithm. A discussion of how each of these algorithms work is provided in Annex C. 

There are several parameters that are common to any chosen tracker algorithm. They are: 

DT Max is the maximum life in seconds a track is allowed to exist without an update. 

Max Speed is the maximum expected track speed in knots. 

Min Length is number of updates that a track must obtain to transition to a confirmed   
track. 

Related Threshold is the threshold score that limits how contacts are marked as 
'related' to a track. Related tracks to not affect the tracker results but are stored for 
future reprocessing. 

There are some algorithm-specific parameters that can be configured in this dialog: 

For the Kalman-tracking algorithm the disturbance error can be set to limit the 
weighting of the internal model. The default is 0.01. A bigger number (closer to 1.0) 
biases more weight to external data. A very small number (e.g. < 1E-5) will 
significantly reduce the impact of new data on the model (i.e. more track smoothing). 

For the Alpha-Beta both the alpha and beta values can be set: 

Alpha is the percentage of the error distance (difference between dead reckoned [DR] 
and input position) that is used to adjust the DR position. Must be in the range [0.0, 
1.0). The default is 0.33. 
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Beta is the percentage of the error speed, (i.e. error_distance/update_interval) that is 
used to adjust the current speed. It must be in the range [0.0, 1.0). The default is 
a^2/(2.0-a) where is ‘a’ is Alpha. Note that the help text above is available through 
the settings dialogue by pressing the Help button. 

Changed parameters are not saved until the user presses the Ok button. If the Cancel button is 
selected, none of the tracking parameters are saved and the tracker is preserved in its current 
configuration. Tips on setting the tracker can be viewed by pressing the Help button. 

B.3.1.2 Associate track 

The auto-association algorithm can process track data in order to find related contacts on all 
active sensors. Using the tactical display, the operator can select tracks (Section B.3.2.4) and 
press the Associate Track button. This sends the track information to the auto-association 
processing which will, after some time, update the clutter-mitigation display overlays (Section 
B.2.5) and the tactical Section A.2. 

B.3.1.3 Save to postscript 

Warning! This feature only works for IDL versions 7.1 and later. IDL did not provide 
support for exporting True Color images until this version. 

The dialog in Figure 22 appears when the Save to Postscript button is pressed. The operator can 
navigate to a directory on the host file system and specify an existing file to overwrite or a new 
file name to use. 

The dialog expects a valid file name which includes a valid directory in the Directory text edit 
box as well as a valid file name with a proper file extension such as .ps. Note that this 
functionality is only available in IDL version 7.1 and later.  

Only the tactical display is saved to the post script file. If the user needs to save other information 
such as dialog settings along with the image then using the Capture Screen function may be more 
appropriate. 
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Figure 22:  Save to postscript dialog. 

B.3.1.4 Capture screen 

The dialog in Figure 22 appears when the Capture Screen button is pressed. The operator can 
navigate to a directory on the host file system and specify an existing file to overwrite or a new 
file name to use. 

The capture screen function saves all visible elements of the current display including dialogue 
boxes and other open applications. This may be helpful if additional context is required beyond 
the tactical display that is only saved when using the Save to Postscript function described in 
Section B.3.1.3. 

B.3.1.5 Overlays 

The Overlay button on the main menu bar produces the Overlay Settings dialog. The dialog 
consists of a list of viewable overlays. The visibility of each overlay on the tactical display can be 
changed using the toggle button associated with the overlay listed in the settings dialog.  

The following is an explanation of each overlay: 

Source Overlay displays the source positions. Source tracks are show as a series of 
connected lines with a  symbol at the start.  

Sensor Overlay displays the active-sensor positions. Sensor tracks are shown as a series of 

connected lines with a symbol at the start.  

Target Overlay displays the known target track (if available). Target tracks are shown as a 
series of connected lines with a symbol at the start. 
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First/second stage ellipse overlay displays the ellipse features produced by valid source / 
sensor pairs. Depending on the localization configuration settings (Section B.2.4.3), these 
features may have been used during the first and/or second stage localization processing. 

First/second stage Hyperbola Overlay displays the hyperbola features produced by valid 
sensor / sensor pairs. Depending on the localization configuration settings (Section B.2.4.3), 
these features may have been used during the first and/or second stage localization 
processing. 

First/second stage Bearing Overlay displays the measured bearing from active sensors. 
Depending on the localization configuration settings (Section B.2.4.3), these features may 
have been used during the first and/or second stage localization processing. 

First/second stage Contacts displays the clusters, crossings and/or fixes produced by the first 
and second stage processing respectively. Note that only clusters (denoted by CL) or 
simulated clusters (denoted by AVG). 

Tracking Overlay displays the estimated track which is produced by the tracker. It is 
displayed as a series of connected lines. 

 

Figure 23:  Select-overlay dialog. 
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Warning! The more overlays that are set to view, the longer it takes to do a display 
update. This is especially true for the second stage Ellipse / Hyperbola / Bearing 
overlays. You may only want to have these overlays enabled while using the 
animation controls (Section B.3.1.6). 

Note:  Only the tactical overlays (sensors, sources) that have been used in the latest 
auto-association processing run are plotted on the tactical display. 

B.3.1.6 Animate 

The animation control dialog shown in Figure 24 is a non-modal dialog used to replay the 
processing results up to the current point of processing.  

At the top of the animation control dialog are the main control buttons including Start, Stop, 
Reset,  (reverse arrow) and  (forward arrow). These controls do the following: 

Start button begins the animation. If none of the default parameters in the dialog have been 
changed, this starts the animation from the beginning of processing and replays the entire 
animation up to the end processed data time. If the Start Time option has been set (below),  
animation starts from the specified start time.

Stop button stops the current processing without resetting the start time. If the user presses 
the start button after pressing the stop button, the animation will proceed from the 
processing time of where it was halted.

Reset button will reset the animation from the configured start time. From here, the user can 
press restart to rerun the animation from the reset point.

 (Reverse Arrow) button is used while animation is stopped. It is used to step back 
through the animation in reverse chronological order.

 (Forward Arrow) button is used while the animation is stopped. It used to step through 
the animation in forward chronological order.

Just below the animation controls is an information window. The field in this window are as 
follows: 

Start: Denotes the processed data start time. 

End: Denotes the processed data end time. 

Current Time:  Denotes the current time point in the animation. 
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Figure 24:  Animation control dialog. 

Total Pings: The number of pings that have been processed by the application. 

Current Ping: Is a sequential ping number that corresponds the current time. 

Below the information window, there are several configurable parameters that adjust the 
information that is presented during the animation. They are: 

Start Time: If this check box has been enabled and the corresponding text box has been 
edited with a valid time, the animation will use this as the starting point of the animation. 
Note that the processing results from the data start time to this start time will still be 
displayed. 

Dwell:  This is the value in seconds that the animation will pause on a ping before moving 
on to the next ping in the animation. This is limited by the time it takes to perform a screen 
update. If a value of 0.0 is configured then the animation will replay as fast as it can within 
refresh limits of the system. 

Duration:  This is the number of updates (or pings in the case of SAMAS) to include in the 
animation. For example, enabled the check box and set the value to 10 if the user only wants 
to animate the next 10 pings worth of data. 

Track Length:  This is the number of updates that the animation should display at any one 
time. This allows the user to create animations with trailing data and can be used to reduce 
the amount of historical data is visible on screen at any one time. It is particularly useful to 
examine processing results on a ping-by-ping basis when the track length is set to 1. 

Help button provides an abbreviated version of the text in this section. 
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Warning! The animation dialog will validate the settings in the Start Time, Dwell, 
Duration and Track Length text edits. An ‘X’ will appear on the right of the text edit 
while the value being configured isn’t valid. Only valid settings will have an effect on 
the animation. 

B.3.2 Key and mouse combinations 

The auto-association tactical display provides several quick methods for navigating the plot as 
well as interacting with the overlays. These functions are readily accessible using key presses or a 
combination of key presses and mouse gestures (such as clicks or drags). A help menu is 
available at any time by pressing the ‘h’ key.  

B.3.2.1 Zooming in and out on the map 

When the tactical display first appears on application start-up, it is centered on a specific trial area 
recorded in the trial file located in the NAD directory for the trial. Often, this defined area is only 
a suggested starting point and further navigation and exploration around the map is required.  

There are several methods for zooming on the map. To quickly zoom in on a point on the map 
press the ‘z’ key and then select a point on the map by pressing the left mouse button where the 
user wishes to center the zoom. The amount that the mapped is effectively zoomed is defined by a 
configurable zoom factor (Section B.3.2.5). To perform the reverse function press the ‘Z’ key 
(Shift + z). This will zoom out from the point of selection. A mouse scroll wheel can be used to 
perform a finer grain zoom. The mouse wheel zoom is performed from the center of the display. 

B.3.2.2 Centering or resetting map view 

To center the map view on a specific point, the operator can perform a double left-mouse button 
click in the map area. This function is also available using the ‘c’ key and a single left-mouse 
button click. 

B.3.2.3 Displaying map position information or contact information 

There are times where the operator may wish to see the approximate range from a point on screen 
to the active receiver. This can be performed using the ‘m’ key and then by clicking the left-
mouse button while the pointer is over the map position of interest. This action produces the 
dialog seen in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25:  Measuring a single point. 

Selected Location:  Displays the latitude and longitude in floating-point degrees of the 
mouse position at the time of selection. 

Receiver Location:  Displays the current location of the receiver at the time of selection. 
Often the receiver is displayed as a track on screen that updates over time. This position 
would represent the start of that track. 

Range to Receiver:  The range in kilometres from the selected point to the current receiver 
location. 

Bearing from Receiver:  The bearing (in floating-point degrees) between the selection point 
and the current receiver location relative to the receiver. 

The operator may also measure the distance between two points using the ‘M’ key which 
activates the two-point measurement tool. Once the two-point measurement tool is activated the 
operator is prompted by the IDL command prompt to select the first position of interest on the 
map by clicking the left-mouse button then again for a second position of interest. A dialog 
similar to that shown in Figure 26 appears after the selection of the second point. 

Figure 26:  Measuring two points. 

Location 1:  Displays the latitude and longitude in floating-point degrees of the mouse 
position at the first mouse point selection. 

Location 2:  Displays the latitude and longitude in floating-point degrees of the mouse 
position at the second mouse point selection. 

Range From 1 to 2:  The range in kilometres from the first selected point to the second 
selected point. 

Bearing From 1 to 2:  The bearing (in floating-point degrees) to the second selection point 
relative to the first selection point. 
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B.3.2.4 Selecting overlays 

There are several selection tools for selecting one or a combination of tracks on screen. Selected 
tracks and contacts are highlighted on the tactical display in red as seen in Figure 27. These 
selected tracks can then be sent to the auto-association processing (Section B.3.1.2) 

Figure 27:  Selected overlays. 

The following is a list of key commands and mouse gestures that can be used to select overlays 

Individual exclusive select can be performed by pressing the ‘s’ key and then clicking the 
left-mouse button on an point in the map near an overlay will select the nearest overlay 
(presuming it is selectable) at that point, and only that overlay. Any previously selected 
overlays will be unselected.

Individual incremental select can be performed by pressing the ‘S’ key and then clicking the 
left-mouse button on a point in the map near an overlay. This will add the nearest overlay at 
that point to a set of previously selected overlays.

Clear all selections are performed by pressing the ‘D’ key.

Individual deselect can be performed by pressing the ‘d’ key and then clicking the left-
mouse button on a point near the desired overlay in the same manner as when the user is 
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individually selecting an overlay. If the overlay nearest the point has previously been 
selected, it will be unselected while maintaining the state of all previously selected overlays.

Exclusive area select is performed by pressing the ‘x’ key, pressing and holding the left-
mouse button, dragging the rubber-band rectangle that appears over a selection region and 
then releasing the left-mouse button. Any overlays that are contained, fully or partially, 
within the rubber-band rectangle when it was release will be selected. Any previous 
selections will be undone.

Incremental area select is performed by pressing the ‘X’ key, defining a region using the 
rubber-band rectangle as described in the previous bullet. Unlike the exclusive multiple 
select this method of selection adds the overlays to the previously selected overlays.

Area deselect is performed by pressing the ‘K’ key, pressing and holding the left mouse 
button, dragging the rubber-band rectangle that appears over a region and then releasing the 
left-mouse button. Any overlay that either fully or partially lays within the selection region 
is removed from the current set of selected overlays. 

There are two modes of selection and de-selection that can be used to produce the desired set of 
selected contacts. The incremental selection mode used by the ‘S’ or the ‘X’ key press commands 
add the selections to the set of contacts already selected. Where the‘s’ and ‘x’ selects overlays 
exclusively (it reverts and previous selections before performing the next selection). This is also 
true for the deselect commands‘d’ and ‘D’. For instance, if the user uses the ‘X’ rubber-band 
selection mode to select a large region, then individual selections can be removed from that set 
using the ‘d’ incremental deselect command. This method would be helpful if most contacts in a 
large area are desired with only one or two exceptions.  

B.3.2.5 Changing general preferences 

The general-preference dialog appears when the ‘p’ key is pressed. It allows the operator to 
configure general behaviour of the display including zoom factors and appearance of overlay 
labels. 

Figure 28:  General-preference dialog. 

zoom factor defines how much the map is magnified when either the ‘z’ or ‘Z’ key is 
pressed.  

mouse zoom factor defines how much the map is magnified when the mouse wheel is used 
to zoom in and out. 
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show label toggle button changes the visibility of contacts displayed in the tactical map. 
This can also be performed using the ‘l’ key. 

B.4 Analysis logging 

The auto-association results are logged to disk at a location specified by the user-configurable 
parameter auto_detect_log_file in the clutter_anal_template.pro boot script. If a log file name is 
not specified in this script, the results are logged to the current directory in the 
auto_association_stats.txt file. 

The analysis log captures settings, computed search windows (time, range and bearing) as well as 
the detection results. A complete list of the data collected is provided in Table 3. The log consists 
of ASCII messages with one message per line, produced for every receiver-ping combination. 
Tokens are separated by spaces. There are 3 types of information described in Table 3; metadata 
that describes the message (italics), user-defined data (bold) and data computed by the algorithm 
(normal font). The fields are written into the log message in order. 

Table 3:  Auto-association Log Format 

Field Description Value 
Serial Number A sequential number denoting the position of the 

message in the log. 
Integer 

Message Type The string 'AUTO' to indicate that this is an auto-
association statistic message. 

String Token 

Major Version The major version of the message format. Integer. The current 
major version is 1 

Minor Version The minor version of the message format. Integer. The current 
minor version is 0 

Main-blast Time The time of the main blast on the searched 
receiver. 

DDD 
HH:MM:SS.sss 
YYYY 

Hooked Sensors A list of sensor identifiers (RF for sonobuoys) for 
the receivers used to hook the data. 

String tokens 
contained in []2 
separated by a space. 

Recorder Identifier for the recorder used to record the data. String Token 
Channel The channel that was processed to produce the 

detections. 
1-offset Integer 

Sensor ID (RF) Sensor identifier (RF for sonobuoys) of the 
searched receiver. 

String Token 

Search Time 
Adjustment 

Number of seconds that were subtracted from the 
minimum and added to the maximum time 
window. Note that the Tmin value will be clamped 
at 0.5 seconds after the main blast if the adjustment 
is too large. 

F-p3 number 

                                                      
2 [] are delimiters used to mark the start and end of a list in the log. 
3 F-p – Floating point 
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Field Description Value 
Tmin Seconds past the main blast that was used to start 

searching for detections on the searched receiver. 
F-p number 

Tmax Seconds past the main blast that was used to end 
searching for detections on the searched receiver. 

F-p number 

Texpect A list of expected detection times in seconds past 
the main-blast time, one for each reported target 
location. 

F-p number contain 
in [] separated by 
spaces 

left The left-hand bearing in degrees True used to 
search for detections. 

F-p number. 

right The right-hand bearing in degrees True used to 
search for detections. 

F-p number. 

expect A list of expected detection bearings in degrees 
True, one for each reported target location.  

F-p number 
contained in [] 
separated by spaces. 

Tdetects A list of detection times in seconds past the main 
blast in the searched receiver. 

One or more f-p 
numbers in [] 
separated by spaces. 

detects A list of detection bearings. One or more f-p 
bearing values in [] 
separated by spaces.

SNR detects A list of SNRs, one for each detection. One or more f-p 
values in [] separated 
by spaces.

Time Errors A list of time errors in seconds, one for each 
detection. Currently unused by SAMAS. Default 
value is 0.0 

One or more f-p 
values in [] separated 
by spaces. 

Bearing Errors A list of bearing errors in degrees True, one for 
each detection. Currently unused by SAMAS. 
Default value is 0.0. 

One or more f-p 
degrees True values 
in [] separated by 
spaces. 

Ping Wave Form The waveform type used during to process the 
correlation data. 

String Token 

Source Latitude The latitude of the source at the time of detection. F-p bearing in 
degrees 

Source Longitude The longitude of the source at the time of 
detection. 

F-p bearing in 
degrees 

Sensor Latitude The latitude of the sensor at the time of detection. F-p bearing in 
degrees 

Sensor Longitude The longitude of the sensor at the time of detection. F-p bearing in 
degrees 

Expected Values 
Good 

Either a 0 or a 1. This is set to 0 if no target 
information was provided during processing and 
therefore the expected values cannot be trusted. 

Boolean 
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Annex C Tracking algorithm 

The STAR-IDL tracker estimates the trajectory of one or more tracks. It is used to incrementally 
estimate the position of one or more tracks over time using contacts from a series of updates as 
input. 

The tracker performs its task by first evaluating the strength of the relationship between existing 
tracks and new contacts. This phase of the algorithm is known as the contact-track association 
phase (or just association). The second phase of the algorithm accepts the strongest association 
and provides it to a tracking filter that updates the estimated trajectory.  

Rules for association scoring are independent of the tracking filter. In the STAR-IDL software 
design, this translates into separate policy modules that can be concatenated to build a more 
complex association process. A description of each association policy currently available in 
STAR-IDL is provided in Section C.1, while the default SAMAS tracker configuration is 
described in Section C.2. 

The tracking filters used by the tracking algorithm are also developed as independent modules in 
STAR-IDL, which are selected and configured separately (regardless of the association process). 
The tracking filters are described in more detail in Section C.1. 

C.1 Contact – track association 
The association phase of the tracker algorithm scores contact-track pairings and then selects the 
best scoring association for update. Several variables are used to access the association score. 
Each contact-track pair is given an enabled state, an association probability and a state value. The 
enabled state provides a mechanism by which an association policy can instantly remove an 
association from further consideration. The state value, an integer, is used as the primary scoring 
value and is incremented by association algorithms to indicate a stronger relationship between the 
contact-track pairing. The association probability is a secondary measure of confidence and is 
used to discriminate between associations with the same-state value.  

The contact from the best scoring contact-track pair is used to update the corresponding track and 
is then removed from further consideration. This process continues until all possible tracks have 
been updated, starting with all confirmed tracks then moving on to tentative tracks. Each track 
can only be updated once during each update cycle. A new track is started for all remaining, valid 
contacts.  

The scoring is performed by policies provided to the tracking module during initialization, with 
policies executed in the order that they were provided to the tracking module. It is the 
responsibility of each scoring policy to determine which associations are still viable (enabled) 
before scoring them. This is necessary because the scoring information is passed between policies 
using a scoring matrix whose dimensions are static.  

An optional pre-filtering stage is performed prior to scoring in order to reduce the initial size of 
the scoring matrix. This filtering stage removes contacts and tracks from the scoring process 
before constructing the scoring matrix. This filtering stage is constructed using the same method 
as the scoring-policy chain. Note that scoring policies can also disable (filter) an association but 
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usually only for a track-contact pairing. Unlike the pre-filter stage, these policies disable an 
association by changing the state flag in the scoring matrix. 

The contacts that score relatively high (exceed a threshold) but are not used to update an existing 
track are saved in a related contacts list. Related contacts are assigned after all scoring policies 
have been executed and if the association probability is greater than a specified amount. The 
default is 0.5. This is useful for later updates, such as performed after classification, as the related 
contact could be changed to assigned status given new information. 

The following subsections list the association policies that currently available in STAR-IDL.  

C.1.1 Probability filter  

The contact probability filter is used to disable contacts that have a low probability. This is best 
performed early as the number of contacts (N) and the number of tracks (M) determines the 
amount of associations that will be need to be evaluated (NxM) by the policies that follow. The 
filter disables any contact that has a contact probability lower than a specified threshold. The 
default probability threshold is 0.25. Note that this policy is implemented as a scoring policy and 
not a pre-filter as is the track-age filter in described in C.1.2. 

C.1.2 Track-age filter 

The track-age filter is used to disable tracks that have not received an update for a specified 
amount of time. The age of the track is computed by taking the difference between the last update 
time of the track and the minimum time of the set of input contacts. The current default age limit 
is 10 minutes.  

This filter also updates the state of disabled tracks to old so that an external process can identify it 
and remove it from the track list. If other old tracks were not removed, they are automatically 
disabled.  

C.1.3 DT-max scoring policy 

The DT-max scoring policy disables a contact-track association if the update difference is greater 
than a threshold. The default is 10 minutes. This policy performs the same reasonability test as 
the track-age filter that except it works on individual contact-track pairings. Where the track-age 
filter is used to remove tracks completely from successive consideration early in the processing, 
this filter is used to calculate the difference between a track’s last update time and individual 
contact times in order to differentiate between associations.  

C.1.4 Contact-probability scoring policy 

The contact-probability scoring policy is used to increase the state value (score) by a value of 1 
for contact-track associations whose contact has a contact probability greater than a threshold. 
(The default probability threshold is 0.75.) This policy increases the likelihood that a contact with 
a high probability will be used to update an existing track. This policy has distinctly different 
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responsibility than the contact-probability filter in Section C.1.1 since it scores an association and 
does not disable the contact. 

C.1.5 Max-speed scoring policy 

The max-speed scoring policy calculates the speed required for a track to get from its last updated 
position to each of the input contact positions. Any association that represents a speed greater 
than a threshold is excluded from further consideration. The default is 50 knots. This test is used 
to determine the reasonableness of an association when compared to physical characteristics, such 
as target speed.  

C.1.6 Geospatial scoring policy 

The geospatial scoring policy is used to calculate a combined probability for the association of a 
contact and track, using the overlap in their respective areas of probability. If the resulting 
probability is lower than a specified amount, the association is disabled. The default probability 
threshold is 0.6666.  

The geospatial probability is calculated to be a number between 0.0 and 1.0 using  

P e r 2 / 9.0  (1)
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The range variables, Rpa, Rpb and Rpp, are depicted in Figure 29. The Rpa variable represents the 
radius of the contact’s error ellipse in the direction of the tracks dead-reckoning position. Rpb is 
the reverse; the radius of the track’s error ellipse in the direction of the dead-reckoned position. 
The Rpp value is the distance between the contact’s position and the dead-reckoned position. 
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Figure 29:  Illustration of geospatial scoring variables. The red dots indicate a position, while 

the black ellipses represent an AOP. 

The behaviour of this scoring policy is dependent on how the track position error is set. This 
relationship should be further examined and the software may need to be improved to adjust this 
policy, depending on the tracking filter. See Section C.2 for more detail. 

C.1.7 Probability-merging policy 

The probability-merging policy updates the probability of an association by merging the 
association probability with the related contact’s probability. This avoids any requirement to 
consider the contact probability in the tracking module itself. The probability is calculated using 

P Pa Pc(1.0 Pa )  (4)

where Pa is the association probability and Pc is the contact probability. 

C.1.8 Classification policy 

The classification policy calls an external classifier module on contacts whose probability of 
being related to a classified track are above a threshold (default is 0.5). It only does this for tracks 
that are in a “classified” state, which means they have been previously selected (by the user or 
some other process) for classification processing. The classification policy should be performed 
prior to any other policy that uses a contact’s probability (e.g. the contact probability filter 
(Section D.1.1), contact probability scoring (Section D.1.4) or the probability merging policy 
(Section D.1.7)). 
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C.2  Default SAMAS tracker 

The SAMAS tracker uses two pre-filter and multiple scoring policies in the listed order below 
(see Section C.1 for differences between filters and scoring policies): 

Filter Stage: 

1. Probability filter (Section C.1.1) with a default probability threshold of 0.25.  

2. Track-age filter (Section C.1.2) with a default age limit of 10 minutes. 

Scoring Stage: 

3. Contact-probability scoring which increases the state value by 1.0 if the contact probability is 
greater than 0.75.  

4. DT-max scoring policy (Section C.1.3) with a default age limit of 10 minutes. 

5. Max-speed scoring policy (Section C.1.5) with a default of 20 knots. 

6. Geospatial scoring policy (Section C.1.6) with a threshold of 0.666. 

7. Probability-merging policy merges the geospatial probability with the contact probability. 

C.3 Contact updating 
Three methods of generating a contact track were developed. Only two will be presented here, as 
the third is just a special case of the alpha-beta tracker. The alpha-beta tracker was implemented 
first because it was the simplest to get running and could prove useful. Next, the Kalman-filter 
tracker was generated and used for the remainder of this call-up. 

C.3.1 Alpha-Beta filter tracking 
The alpha-beta filter [26] uses a constant weighted average of the DR position and the contact 
position to update the track position. This weight is based on . It uses a similar average to update 
the target velocity but the weight is based on . The output position is computed using: 

)]()([)()( kxkxkxkx pmps  (5)

where )(kxs is the smoothed position at time step k. The subscript m denotes the measured value, 
contact position and the subscript p denotes the predicted value, DR position. The smoothed 
velocity is updated using: 

TkxkxkVkV pmss /)]()([)1()(  (6)

where V is the velocity and T is the time between the last update of the track and the current 
contact’s time in seconds. Finally, the target’s predicted position is computed using: 

TkVkxkx ssp )1()1()(  (7)
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Obviously, values of  and  close to zero will bias the average towards the smooth estimates, 
while values close to one will bias the answer towards the measurement. The user can optionally 
define the values for alpha and beta, but their defaults are set to 0.33 for  and 

)0.2(

2

 
(8)

for , which was taken from [26]. 

Note that at this time, the position error for an updated position is the same as the input contact 
position. The error should be estimated internally. 

C.3.2 Kalman-Filter tracking 
The Kalman filter [26] uses an adaptively-weighted average of the DR position and the contact 
position to update the track position. It also takes into account the contact-position error. First a 
track model must be defined. In this case it is 

)()()1( kDkxkx  (9)

where the position and velocity of the target is presented by 
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and the state transition matrix is given by 
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where T is the time between the last track update and the current contact. The disturbance matrix 
is 
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and )(k is taken to be inputs from unknown random forces or disturbance. The user can set this 
number to adjust how quickly the filter can react to changes in the inputs. Tuning this parameter 
is part of the art of using this filter. 
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Next, a measurement model is defined as 

kkCxkz )()(  (13)

It models the contact input to the filter. The contact position arrives as 
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and the measurement is computed by applying 
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to the target state. The true error is then 
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(16)

but this is modeled statistically using: 

k E k k
T  (17)

This statistical error is computed from the error ellipse attached to the input contact. A predicted 
position is then computed using 

)()()()1( kCxkzLkxkx skss  (18)

Here the adaptive weight is L and is computed with 
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These equations were implemented in a Kalman-tracking class that is optionally initialized with 
two parameters. The first parameter is the disturbance term, (k) , that has a default value of 
(0.01)2 on the matrix diagonal. It is treated as a constant for this implementation. The other 
parameter is the initial error that is used to seed the diagonals of the internal error matrix, P. This 
default value is the average AOP radius in meters. It must be set to prevent the filter from being 
too biased towards the DR positions that are not well known at the start of a track. 

Note that the filtered contact-position error is set to the x and y position error from P. There may 
be a better way to estimate the error, as this includes Kalman-filter disturbance noise.  
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Annex D Software design 

This section provides information on software developed during this project for the STAR 
analysis tools including modifications made to both STAR-IDL and the STAR++ libraries. This 
section contains design information including terminology that is specific to software 
engineering. Where possible, this terminology is kept to a minimum while attempting not to 
dilute the important design information being conveyed.  

Terminology: 

Throughout this section the term SAMAS is used to describe a type of algorithm of which 
there could be several variants. Typically the term auto-association refers to the latest 
software implementation of a SAMAS algorithm. 

The STAR framework and its design have evolved over time and therefore consist of 
software classes (in the strict sense of object-oriented programming [OOP]) as well as 
object-like software. The term ‘module’ is used throughout this section to refer to either of 
these methods of software encapsulation. Basic OOP principles such loosely-coupled and 
high cohesion, may be discussed in order to demonstrate the reason for a structural-design 
element. These terms can be summarized as follows: 

Loosely-coupled is used to describe a design that minimizes the amount of 
references or interactions between software modules down to the bare essentials. 
This is important in order to minimize the impact of changes in one part of the 
software from rippling to other parts of the software.

High Cohesion is used to describe a design that consists of many small software 
modules that each have one or two responsibilities and cooperate in very specific 
way to provide some higher-level function (such as the SAMAS framework). A 
highly cohesive design breaks a more complex problem down into smaller 
manageable parts with clearly defined responsibilities.

An instance of a module is the run-time instantiation of a specific type or class. Usually, 
multiple instances of a module type can be instantiated during run-time and maintain a 
different state. In OOP an object is an instantiation of a class. 

The diagram within these sections use the following basic notation defined by the Universal 
Modeling Language (UML): 

Software classes are represented by named boxes. Each class encapsulates state 
information and performs a small set of functional responsibilities. These 
responsibilities are defined according to the discrete set of member functions 
provided by the class’s public interface to the rest of the system. 

The open arrows indicate derivation (class inheritance) where the base class (or 
parent class) is pointed to by the arrow. A derived class can be viewed as a subtype 
or a specialized version of the base class. (Also known as a subclass). 

An open diamond indicates an aggregate relationship where the class pointed to 
sends messages to an object of the other class using its public interface. The object 
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being pointed to is accessed by reference only and is external to the class using it. It 
is used by the class but not owned or contained by the class itself. 

Solid diamonds indicate a composition relationship where the object pointed at 
contains an object of the other class and is responsible for its creation and 
destruction during run-time. The contained object is part of the class’s construction 
and is used in coordination with other contained objects to complete a functional 
task. 

D.1 SAMAS framework 

The SAMAS framework implements the model of activities shown in Figure 30. The events and 
output that occur during each of these activities is similar (if not the same) as the auto-association 
activities documented in Section D.2. The purpose of this model is to show how these activities 
map to a recurring pattern of software responsibilities and how that translates into the structural 
design that is shown in Figure 32. 

Figure 30:  General activities of the SAMAS framework. 

During the previous SAMAS contract [1], the project team identified reoccurring structural and 
logical patterns within the task flow, which were abstracted into a more generic design. This 
abstraction provides a framework that facilitates rapid prototype development of new SAMAS 
algorithm variants. It is important to have this ability, since, through the course of research it is 
very difficult to know ahead of time what an optimal SAMAS algorithm should look like. 
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However, as described in this section, there are some common elements that were identified in 
the overall processing flow and general algorithm structure that could be abstracted into reusable 
components for a framework that would minimize reimplementation as new algorithms are 
designed and tested. 

The activities (denoted by rounded boxes in Figure 30) depict the generic processes that have 
been identified as activities that will most likely take place in any variant of a SAMAS algorithm 
that gets constructed. The description of these activities that follow purposely avoids describing 
the specific activities of the current auto-association algorithm (a specific instance of a SAMAS 
algorithm). The task flow of the auto-association algorithm is explained in Section 3 as an 
example of how an algorithm can be constructed from the framework described herein. 

The External Data Designation activity initiates or cues the entire SAMAS process. The activity 
could be performed by an automated process that designates contacts or tracks based on some 
automated selection criteria. It can also be performed by an operator who is sitting in front of a 
workstation making selections on a variety of displays. Depending on data being processed at the 
time, the operator or automated process may select designations (time, bearing) from raw or 
processed data, or tracks/contacts from a tactical data source.  

The type of designations produced during the External Data Designation activity determines 
where in the overall processor activity SAMAS begins. If the input to the processor is raw data 
designations (hooks), the processor task by-passes the initial data-designation activity (which also 
produces raw-data designations but from contacts or tracks) and begins processing at the Contact 
Detection / Feature Extraction phase. Should the input to the processor activity be a contact 
(which is a specialized type of track) then the processor starts at the data designation phase. 

The Processor activity is the kernel of activity that performs Data Designation, Contact 
Detection/Feature Extraction and Localization activities in sequence, much like a processing 
pipeline. The output of one stage becomes the input for the next. Additionally, multiple instances 
of the Processor kernel can be chained together to construct a multiple-stage algorithm. Multiple-
stage algorithms may be constructed for the purpose of iterating over a data set and refining the 
results during each call to the Processor activity.  

Multiple-stage algorithms can be constructed using the framework in one of two ways: 

1.  Multiple instances of the Processor with independent stages 

2. A single instance of the Processor where only the configuration parameters and inputs change 
between iterations  

In both cases, transition between stages could occur automatically or require external cueing from 
another process or operator. 

Two aspects of this pattern of activity have been exploited in order to design the SAMAS 
framework. 

The three stage process of the processor kernel activity (data designation to contact 
detection to localization) 
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The repetitive nature of SAMAS algorithms in order to refine the results until an external 
user or process declares them “good enough”. This repetition employs running the processor 
kernel one or more time with varying parameters. 

The parts of a SAMAS algorithm that vary with each algorithm implementation (and therefore are 
not included as activities in Figure 30) are as follows: 

The control interface between an external process and the SAMAS algorithm. For example, 
changing a threshold during a processing stage. 

The interaction points between external process and the SAMAS algorithm. For example, 
when operator input is required and at what stage of processing. 

The specific types of designators, detectors and localizers that are employed, including the 
configurable parameters that may vary between processing kernels. For example, the 
selection of crossing generators to use during MAS localizer during a stage of processing. 

Each of the activities and their output identified in the activity model translates directly to 
structural software class or structure in the SAMAS framework as depicted in Figure 31.  

 

 

Figure 31:  Main Classes of the SAMAS framework. 
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Boxes that are tagged with a table in the top right-hand corner denotes a that it is a data structure. 
Data structures are used in the SAMAS software to pass information from one class to the next 
and do not perform any functional task. Boxes that contain a <<interface>> tag denote that the 
purpose of that class is to define an interface for derived classes of the same type to conform to be 
compatible with the star_smart_processor class. 

Individual responsibilities are as follows: 

The star_smart_processor is a controller class responsible for managing the process flow 
between each of the three phases of processing that belong to the processing chain including 
star_smart_designator, star_smart_detector and star_smart_localizer (individual 
responsibilities described below). Each of these three processing classes (that correspond to 
each phase of the processor in Figure 30) is not coupled to one another. This design allows 
the integrator to construct and use different designators, detectors and localizers 
independently. What it does mean is that the star_smart_processor must call each sub-task 
individually, take the results from processing and pass it to the next sub-task in the pipeline.  

The star_smart_tactical_model is responsible for retrieving and preparing all active sensor, 
receiver and active blasts for a time range of interest. This information is cached prior to the 
call to the instance of the SAMAS processing to improve the efficiency of querying for 
tactical information. A reference to an instance of this module can be shared among 
instances of the star_smart_processor. 

The star_smart_data class is responsible for maintaining all of the processed results for an 
instance of the star_smart_processor. 

The star_smart_designator class defines an interface for designating ranges of data on 
active sensors given a set of contacts and/or contact tracks. This class is meant to be sub-
classed in order to be useful. Sub-classes are expected to perform some variant of processing 
described by the data-designation activity shown in Figure 30.  

The star_smart_detection class defines an interface for producing detections when given a 
set of designations (which may have been produced by an instance of the 
star_smart_designator class noted above). This class is meant to be sub-classed in order to 
be useful. Sub-classes are expected to perform a variation of the processing described by the 
detection activity shown in Figure 30.  

The star_smart_localizer class defines an interface for producing contacts from a set of 
detections. This class is meant to be sub-classed in order to be useful. Sub-classes of this 
type are expected to perform variant variation of the processing described by the localization 
activity shown in Figure 30.  

D.2 Auto-association module 

The framework software described above in D.1 was used to develop a specific version of a 
SAMAS algorithm referred to as an auto association. The diagram in Figure 32 shows the 
software structure of the latest auto-association software developed during this contract. 
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Figure 32: Main classes of the auto-association software. 

The smart_auto_association class is an implementation of the auto-association algorithm. It is 
responsible for creating two instances of the star_smart_processor; one for the manual-
designation phase (first stage) and one for the auto-association phase (second stage) of the 
algorithm shown in Figure 32. Each of these two phases can be configured independently. The 
first-stage star_smart_processor is configured to use a star_smart_multistatic_localizer and a 
star_smart_eti_echo_detector while the second stage uses the same detector and localizer but also 
uses the star_smart_related_contact_designator to automatically create designations. The 
smart_auto_association class is also responsible for preparing the initial manual designations and 
managing the analysis log.  

The software classes depicted in Figure 32 work together to perform the major processing 
activities of the auto-association algorithm depicted within the blue box in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33:  Specific activities performed by the auto-association software.  

 

The star_smart_eti_echo_detector class is used to perform two activities. One instance of the 
class performs the hook-echo-analysis activity. This instance is responsible for finding a peak in 
the acoustic data in the vicinity of the hook point. The search range is defined by the 
peak_search_width parameter. Another instance of this responsible for the contact detection / 
feature-extraction activity which performs echo analysis and target detection within the time and 
bearing extents calculated during the designate-from-contact activity. 

The star_smart_mutlistatic_localization_algorithm also performs two activities. One instance of 
the class performs the hook-localization activity while another instance performs the auto-
localization activity. The class integrates with the STAR++ library to perform the required MAS 
localization processing on extracted features to generate one fused contact per ping (although 
multiple contacts can be generated if configured to do so). 

One instance of the star_smart_find_related_contact_designator class performs the designate-
from-contact activity and designate-from-track activity. It does this by using the geospatial 
coordinates of the contacts’ AOP to determine where, in the acoustic data, the related contact 
should be (i.e. data designation). Data is designated by a time (tmin,tmax) and bearing ( left, right) 
range. These are defined by computing the required time delay and bearing to each point on the 
AOP. The time delay is computed using 

t dst dtr dsr /c  (22)

where d is a distance, as depicted in Figure 34 (the s,t,r subscripts are source, target and receiver 
respectively) and c is the speed of sound. A list of active receivers is identified by the operator, 
prior to performing the auto-association algorithm, to limit which receivers are considered. 
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Figure 34:  Calculation for time and bearing extent. 

The input features for the designate-from-contact activity comes from the contacts generated by 
the hook-localization activity. It is executed automatically as a part of a sequence of activities 
initiated by the manual-designation activity. Currently the designate-from-track activity is 
provided externally (current implementation is a selected track from the tactical display, see 
Section B.3.1.2). 

The results of the auto-localization activity are fed to the track generation which is currently 
managed by the auto_association_tactical_plot (not shown in Figure 32). Tracking is not a 
responsibility of the star_auto_association class but is an important part of the auto-association 
process. 
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 List of acronyms

ACASS  A-size Coherent Active Source Sonobuoy 

ACDC Acoustic Cetacean Detection Capability 

AN/SSQ-565 An active source sonobuoy 

AN/SSQ-573 A DIFAR sonobuoy 

AOP Area of Probability 

API Application Programming Interface 

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 

AUX Auxiliary 

CD Compact Disk 

CFAV Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel 

CO Calibrated Omni 

CP-140 Canadian Maritime Patrol Aircraft (Aurora) 

CR Contract Report 

CSA Contract Scientific Authority 

CW Continuous Wave 

DAEPM(M) Directorate Aerospace Equipment Program Management - Maritime 

dB decibel 

DIFAR  Directional Frequency and Ranging 

DISO Departmental Individual Standing Offer 

DND Department of National Defence 

DOxygen An inline documentation generator 

DR Dead-reckon 

DRDC Defence Research and Development Canada 

DT Detection Threshold 

EADAQ Environmental Acoustic Data Acquisition 

ECUA European Conference on Underwater Acoustics 

El-Brg  Ellipse/Bearing Crossing (EB) 

El-El Ellipse/Ellipse Crossing (EE) 

El-Hy Ellipse/Hyperbola Crossing (EH) 

ETI Energy Time Indicator 
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GPS Global Positioning System 

GRAM Sonogram 

GUI Graphic User Interface 

Hy-Hy    Hyperbola/Hyperbola Crossing (HH) 

IDL Interactive Data Language 

IDLDoc IDL Documentation (similar to Doxygen) 

IMPACT Integrated Multistatic Passive Active Concept Testbed 

ITAC Integrated Tracking and Aural Classifier 

LAND Lagrangian Ambient Noise Drifter 

LFM  Linear Frequency Modulated 

LOFAR Low Frequency And Ranging 

MAS Multistatic Active Sonar 

MOP Measure Of Performance 

MPA Maritime Patrol Aircraft 

MPP Most Probable Position 

MSTDCL Multi-Sensor Torpedo Detection, Classification, and Localization 

MVASP Multistatic VME-based Acoustic Signal Processor 

NAD Non-Acoustic Data 

OOP Object-oriented Programming 

OPD Omni-Passive Display 

OSX Operating System X (Ten) - Apple OS 

PA Project Authority 

PC Personal Computer 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PWGSC Public Works and Government Services Canada 

R&D Research and Development 

RF Radio Frequency 

SAMAS Smart Automation for Multistatic Active Sonar 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

SPPACS Signal Processing Packages 

SQL Structured Query Language 

SQLite A lightweight SQL compliant database 
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STAR Software Tools for Analysis and Research 

STAR-IDL IDL specific applications of STAR 

TM Technical Memorandum

TMA Target Motion Analysis 

TMAST TTCP Multistatic Active Sonar Technology 

TOI Target of Interest 

TTCP The Technical Cooperation Program 

UML Unified Modeling Language 
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